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AMOS In Asia – A Vision Coming True

author: David Pollack, CEO and President, Spacecom

The AMOS satellite
constellation, operated by
Spacecom, has, until quite
recently, been focused on
the growing markets of
Central and Eastern Europe
and the Middle East from its
4 degrees West orbital slot.
This orbital position enables
AMOS-5i satellite — image courtesy of Spacecom

linking between the US East
Coast and the Mediterranean

Basin — this makes the AMOS brand a regional and international success.
Even with these achievements, since the company’s
founding in the mid 1990s, the Spacecom management
team has been strategizing and thinking ahead as to
how to transform the AMOS fleet into more of a global
environment. Collectively, the vision has been to position
Spacecom as an emerging global satellite services
provider, operating a constellation of advanced satellites
at multiple orbital locations and serving customers over a
wide range of territories.

6

the continent are already positioning Spacecom as an
attractive alternative source of C-band and Ku-band
capacity for a variety of African and African-related
businesses, including telecoms, cellular operators,
broadcasters, governments and others.

Spacecom is moving closer and closer toward achieving
this goal. In January of 2010, the Company initiated
operations of the AMOS-5i — its first satellite serving the
African market. Operating at the 17 degrees East orbital
slot has brought new business to Spacecom’s fleet and
is a powerful platform, offering a pan-African C-band
beam with connectivity to Europe and the Middle East,
alongside two Ku-band regional beams.

Asia represents the next region in expanding the satellite
fleet. The AMOS-4 satellite, scheduled for lift-off in
2012 to a new orbital location over the Indian Ocean
region, will offer customers Ka- and Ku-band frequency
capabilities throughout South East and Central Asia,
as well as enhance coverage over the Middle East
and Africa. This is a highly anticipated launch for the
start of Spacecom services for Asia. Once launched,
the AMOS-4 will round out the AMOS constellation,
positioning the Company as a global satellite services
provider capable of reaching more than 80 percent of the
world’s population.

The AMOS-5i precedes the AMOS-5 satellite that is
scheduled to launch and commence operations in
mid-2011. The AMOS-5, also to be located at 17 degrees
East, will be a prime carrier of African traffic in the years
to come in broadcast and data services. Efforts on

There is a great deal of growth potential in the Asian
market, especially where satellites play a major role
in bridging the digital divide between rural and urban
areas. The Ka-band is a direction selected several
years ago with the AMOS-3 — AMOS-4 following in its
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footsteps supporting multiple steerable Ka-band and
Ku-band beams.
AMOS-3, launched in 2008 to serve pre-existing markets
at the 4 degrees West orbital slot, already operates
steerable and fixed Ka-band beams. This technology will
be of great interest to the Asian markets for broadband
and broadcasting applications. High demand for capacity
is being driven by the growth of HD transmissions, the
entry of 3DTV, and the scarcity of available frequencies in
Ku-band, among other reasons.

Looking into the future, Spacecom is currently planning
the launch of at least four additional satellites in the
coming years to multiple orbital positions. This will
enable new markets penetration by acquiring additional
orbital positions and business. New partnerships and
joint ventures in new satellite projects are actively being
sought to increase the number of DTH platforms on the
AMOS satellite fleet. As of this writing, the Company
currently serves four of these platforms. All of these
efforts will enable growth and momentum moving forward
into a bright future for Spacecom and the AMOS fleet.

Spacecom’s advantages for Asian broadcasters, and in
fact, for all of the Company’s clients, are the provided
customized solutions. As an emerging global player,
as a smaller entity, Spacecom is, therefore, faster,
more nimble, and quite flexible. With a lean structure,
the Company is able to move quickly and efficiently
when clients have questions or when an issue arises. In
addition, personal relationships are nurtured.
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DualFlow™ — Say When!
ASI Is Here, IP Is Coming, It’s Your Move
An IP wave surges through the Contribution, Distribution and DSNG
landscape. Traditional tape-based workflows migrate towards new, cost
effective IP-based workflows. How does the satellite segment fit in the
migration process as an inherent part of the broadcasting network?
The Solution

DualFlow is an innovative technology from Newtec
that allows broadcasters to easily migrate to satellite
IP-based operations through interfacing with ASI and
IP networks.

Advantages
»» DualFlow supports both IP and ASI interfaces
which allows the transition to IP connectivity
any time.
»» DualFlow allows broadcasters to transport
simultaneous live broadcasting and data over the
satellite link in the same carrier.
»» DualFlow enables two-way connectivity over
satellite introducing new interactive services to
boost productivity.

8
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Setting The Scene

Broadcasters are squeezed between increasing costs
and reducing revenues. New TV stations are popping
up all around the globe raising the competition for
advertising and funding budgets. In order to reach a
bigger audience and get better advertising revenue,
broadcasters need to differentiate. Offering extra
services over multiple platforms (internet, VOD, IPTV,
DTT) is an alternative approach, but brings along an
important cost factor.
The introduction of IP has a strong impact on the
workflows, the services and the operating costs
of broadcasters. By streamlining their workflows
broadcasters respond to the new market requirements
and reduce their operational cost in the same exercise.
Collaborative architectures are the key to efficiency
and increased margins as they allow rapid transfer
and sharing of content among the users. The universal
technology adopted for the architecture is IP through
means of tapeless storage, file based content
management, online editing and network connectivity.

SatBroadcasting
features such as MPE and XPE encapsulation, Quality
of Service, and DVB-S2 Multistream.

IP Migration in Stages

Challenges

The migration to IP brings along new question marks
for broadcasters who need to fit the satellite segment
of their network in their new IP workflows. These
questions start from an infrastructure cost perspective,
as broadcasters are looking for equipment that easily
interfaces with new fiber networks while remaining
compatible with existing traditional tape-based
infrastructures and being able to serve future needs as
the technology evolves.
A second challenge lies in the optimization of the
satellite bandwidth usage. How can broadcasters reduce
the expensive bandwidth costs or get as much out of the
satellite link as they possibly can?

The evolution from traditional broadcast contribution
to complete IP interactivity over satellite can be
accomplished in three steps, which can be taken
progressively or all at once, depending on the legacy and
the objectives of the migration. These three steps are
called Connect, Transport, and Interact .

Connect

Connect is the first stage in the migration towards IP and
relates to IP connectivity among pieces of equipment
such as video encoders, multiplexers and modulators.
New broadcast equipment uses IP interfaces and
Ethernet cables instead of traditional ASI interfaces and
coax cables to exchange real time video signals. Fully

Third, broadcasters are looking for differentiators such
as the degree of live content that can be brought to the
live audience. A competitive step ahead will be taken
when journalists bring news scoops as they happen
and when remote teams react quickly to situations at
hand. To build this flexibility, interactive satellite services
are among the top requirements as they boost the
productivity of remote crews

DualFlow

With the unique DualFlow solution, Newtec provides the
Contribution, Distribution and DSNG markets with the
answer to all of these challenges. DualFlow facilitates
an easy migration to satellite IP-based operations
by interfacing with ASI and IP networks. DualFlow is
available on Newtec’s Azimuth satellite broadcasting
modulation equipment. It consists of a physical interface
with ASI and GbE connectors and a number of software
functions as well as with equipment or networks that carry
transport streams over ASI or over IP with the RTP or
UDP protocol. DualFlow is also capable of transmitting
IP services (file transfer, VoIP, TCP…) via satellite,
alternatively or simultaneously with the real time transport
stream broadcast, thanks to advanced technological
SatMagazine — June 2010
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IP based head-ends and studios offer real advantages
such as lower initial investments, higher flexibility,
higher reliability and lower maintenance costs. In reality,
broadcasters need a transition period where both ASI and
IP infrastructures co-exist to tackle time consuming digital
archiving activities and as a means to spread investments
over time.
DualFlow is a cost-efficient solution that welcomes IP
data into broadcasting operations, while at the same
time, continues to work with traditional ASI equipment.
The next steps in the migration to IP simply build on
DualFlow. When broadcasters decide the time is right,
they can take the next step towards IP without investing
in additional equipment.

»» Benefits
◊ Cost-efficiency: One satellite
modulation unit interfaces with both
ASI and IP networks.
◊ Future Proof: only one investment is
required during migration in time.

Transport

The second stage in the migration path towards
IP corresponds to the transport of IP content or
services over satellite. More precisely, how data and
live broadcasting can be transmitted over satellite
simultaneously and in an efficient way. Next to the
availability of ASI and GbE interfaces, DualFlow
modulation equipment embeds multiple advanced
technologies that optimize efficiency.
From encapsulation techniques (MPE, GSE, XPE) to enhanced
DVB-S2 schemes, DualFlow focuses on how to reduce
expensive bandwidth costs or get as much out of the satellite
link as possible.
Dualflow offers even more possibilities with the support of
Multistream. Multistream is a feature of the DVB-S2 standard
that enables the simultaneous transmission of different signal
types (ASI or IP) without external multiplexing. DualFlow

10

supports Multistream for a mix of different ASI and IP
signals through multiple ASI and IP inputs on the modulation
equipment. A Dualflow unit is adapted for transmitting live
broadcast or IP data or a combination of both with an ability
to switch between these modes of operation in a flexible
way. In addition, Quality of Services schemes ensure traffic
prioritization of mission critical live broadcasts.
SatMagazine — June 2010
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»» Benefits
◊ Flexibility: transport of Live Broadcast
or IP data or a combination of both
over satellite
◊ Efficiency: optimization of data
transport and obtain as much out of
the expensive satellite bandwidth
as is possible.

Interact

In the final stage of the migration towards IP, DualFlow
empowers two-way interactive IP services over satellite.
IP interactivity makes it possible to introduce new
services into the broadcast workflows, such as real time
interviews, VoIP, file sharing, translation and comments
to the interviews, etc. By turning DSNG vans and
outdoor broadcasting vans into remote offices DualFlow
increases the productivity of the remote teams and gives
broadcasters a competitive edge to offer instant live
coverage on major events. Interactive services can be
performed completely over satellite without the need
for terrestrial communication links. The inherent delay
of satellite communication can easily be tackled with
appropriate traffic acceleration technologies available
in the DualFlow solution to keep the transmission
quality up standards.

12
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»» Benefits
◊ Productivity: new interactive IP
services over satellite
◊ Increased business: Through
interactive IP services new
options can be offered to
broadcasting partners. New
options means new business.
As IP is progressively intruding the Contribution,
Distribution, and DSNG market, satellite content
exchange systems need to evolve, as well. Regardless
of where broadcasters are situated in the IP migration,
Newtec modulation equipment with the DualFlow
features assure a flexible, cost-efficient and future proof
alternative for satellite broadcasting transmissions.
In short, your migration towards IP is only a matter of
time. The good news is — with DualFlow, the timing is
completely yours. You Say When: www.saywhen.tv

Product Uplink

AAE System’s Eclipse
VSAT Network Products
The following AAE products are the foundation of a complete,
comprehensive, and cost-effective turnkey networking solution. Flexible,
efficient, and reliable, Eclipse technologies are suitable for a number of
configurations and can therefore be used for varying network applications.
The products are forward compatible and optimized for efficiency by AAE
engineers prior to field installation. An Eclipse-based network or system is
one of the most economical and adaptable solutions available on the market.

Eclipse applications provide a user-friendly and powerful
tool for configuration, implementing, and monitoring
Eclipse networks. They enable optimum performance in
all types of Eclipse networks.

Eclipse Network Planner

Network Planner is a program with a user-friendly
interface that can be installed on a standard Windows
platform. Network Planner consists of three major input
areas that require no special knowledge. The questions
include topics such as network topology (Mesh, Star,
or Hybrid), the desired data rate, and the range of
frequencies allocated to the network on the satellite.
The program will use this and other simple information
provided by the user to do all of the required calculations
and planning.
Network Planner will calculate the number of carriers in
the network and provide frequency assignments to each
of them. It will add provisions for seamless redundancy,
power control, and rain fade control if the application so
dictates. Most importantly, Network Planner will establish
an accurate TDMA frame configuration that is safe from
any potential errors.

Eclipse Control Center

The Eclipse Control Center is the software utility used
during installation of Eclipse modems. Features in the
Eclipse Control Center are useful during the installation,

14
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configuration, test, and commissioning of an Eclipse
modem at a Hub site.
The Eclipse Control Center allows an operator to
provision an Eclipse modem with ease. The operator
loads the configuration data, sets the location of the
modem, calibrates the initial power level, and brings
the modem into the network for the first time. Using the
Bandwidth Tab, an operator establishes the amount of
satellite bandwidth the modem is permitted to use. The
amount of bandwidth a node is allowed to use is the
Committed Information Rate (CIR) and is assigned by
traffic class.
At the Hub site, the Eclipse Control Center gives the
operator the ability to add, delete, and modify carrier
frequencies and test the connection.

Eclipse DSR Router Management

The Eclipse DSR Router Management tool uses a web
browser to commission an Eclipse router. For security,
the Eclipse Router Management tool requires a login with
user name and password in order to access the router.
Users can perform the following functions using the
Eclipse DSR Router Management tool:

Product Uplink
»» Edit AAE Systems configuration files
»» Edit routing configuration including static, OSPF,
PIM-SM, RIP
»» Set the IP address for the Ethernet interface, the
Satellite interface, and the default gateway
»» Set Network Time Protocol (NTP) server address
»» Configure the Software Updates Multicast IP address
and port
»» Configure SNMP traps allowing SNMP traps sent to
multiple IP addresses
»» Display system information consisting of:
o Software version numbers
o Log files
o Modem MAC Address
o IP Addresses
o Host Name

Eclipse Network Management System

Eclipse Network Management System (NMS) provides
configuration management and information access to
Eclipse DAMA networks. The NMS sever uses clientserver architecture with standard platforms, protocols,
and applications software to provide a full featured and
economical network management system. Its advanced
architecture enables multiple operators to monitor and
manage Eclipse VSAT networks in real time. It is fully
compatible with present and future user needs with its
standard platforms, protocols, and technology.

Eclipse Spectrum Analysis Toolset

The spectrum analysis toolset facilitates VSAT field
technicians with calibration and alignment of Eclipse
modems. The Eclipse modem and toolset work together
to locate the allocated satellite carrier while monitoring
adjacent carriers. This is done simultaneously as the
antenna is aligned and the polarization is adjusted for
cross pole performance. Therefore, the toolset allows
for ease of setup with a minimum use of deployable field
equipment, lowering setup costs.
Since 1984, AAE has delivered turnkey communications
systems and solutions to companies worldwide. AAE is
an enabler of global connectivity for customers in the
Middle East, Asia, Africa, the Americas, and Europe.

Data, voice, and video flow seamlessly through AAE
designed and deployed networks. AAE solutions are
ideal for a number of industries, including, but not limited
to, defense, government, disaster recovery, banking,
medicine, and education, oil and gas, and transportation.
Total customer satisfaction is the philosophy at AAE.
AAE understands that reliable communications are
the cornerstone of efficient business. Providing stateof-the-art products, superior services, and innovative
solutions to facilitate communications is AAE’s way of
ensuring customer satisfaction.

Company History

AAE earned a reputation for designing and deploying
state-of-the-art networks in the late 1980s and early
1990s. During this time, AAE provided numerous
satellite-based communications systems, contract
maintenance and operation services, and Land Mobile
Radio systems in the Middle East and Africa.
In the late 1990s, AAE began to design, build, and deploy
DAMA based satellite networks in the Middle East that
support voice, data, and video communications. Other
related communications projects were undertaken in
wireless architectures using GSM cellular radios; land
mobile radios; HF command and control systems; and
wireless local area networks (WLANs).
Today AAE serves elite customers all over the world.
Customers
include
commercial
operators in
oil and gas,
governments,
NGOs,
educational
institutions,
banking
institutions,
medical
institutions,
and defense
operations.
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SatCentric — Optus D3
The satellite offers DTH, Internet, telephony
and data transmission services with fully
25 percent of the satellite’s capacity sold
to Australian PayTV company Foxtel for HD
broadcasting needs. The D3 offers a footprint
that covers Australia and New Zealand and is
owned by Optus Networks, Pty., of Sydney.
The D3 has a 15-year life expectancy.

Launched on August 21, 2009, in tandem
with the JCSat-12 satellite via an Ariane 5
launch vehicle from Europe’s Spaceport
in French Guiana, the Optus D3 satellite
occupies an orbital slot at 156 degrees East
and is co-located with Optus C1.
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Optus D3 is based on Orbital Science’s
flight-proven STAR-2™ bus and is among
the most powerful GEO communications
satellites ever built by Orbital. The satellite
carries 24 active Ku-band transponders on
a platform that is ideal for telephony, data
and broadcasting applications. The Optus
D3 generates approximately 5.0 kilowatts of
payload power. The STAR-2 platform is able
to accommodate most types of commercial
communications payloads.
Images courtesy of Orbital Sciences

Executive Spotlight
Goh Wai Pheng
General Manager, iDirect Asia

Goh Wai Pheng joined iDirect Asia as its General Manager in June
2009. Prior to this, he was with the Info-Comm Systems subsidiary
of ST Electronics. He was Vice President of the Comms & Security
Business Unit at ST Electronics (Info-Comm Systems). This Business
Unit operates with two Divisions, one involved with Comms Systems
Integration, while the other is a Comms Product business, responsible
for the design and development of a VOIP-based Softswitch that enables
comms interoperability. This product is targeted at Mission-Critical
Integrated Comms Network for the military and HLS agencies.
With his experience in the comms industry, in particular on missioncritical comms infrastructure for the Military, homeland security, private and public
networks, Go Wai Pheng aims to open up new areas of opportunities for iDirect
products and solutions in the Asia Pacific.

SatMagazine (SM)

Mr. Pheng, How long have you been with iDirect and
what does your experience bring in working within
this market?

Goh Wai Pheng

I have been with iDirect Asia for about one year. Prior to
iDirect, I spent more than 20 years working on missioncritical communication infrastructure for the military as
well as public safety and emergency relief agencies. For
these customers, the ubiquity and broadband connectivity
offered by satellite communications is a key part of their
overall communication needs, especially when operating
in areas with non-existent or damaged terrestrial
communication infrastructure. My experience helped me
gain a deep understanding and appreciation of the vital
role and opportunities that satellite communications play
in developing markets like Asia.

SM

In what verticals does VSAT currently play a role in this
crucial region of the world?

Goh Wai Pheng

In the Asia-Pacific region, VSAT delivers reliable,
secure, scalable connectivity in areas where terrestrial
infrastructure is either inadequate, too costly to build or
impossible because of geography. Many rural villages
and remote sites rely on VSAT to deliver basic Internet
and VoIP access where there otherwise isn’t any.
In the GSM market for example, VSAT plays an
increasingly important role in providing an efficient,
cost-effective method for backhauling rural cellular traffic
when building additional cell towers is not economically
feasible. In the education sector, VSAT is enabling fully
interactive distance learning rich in multimedia content,
helping students in remote locations use applications like
videoconferencing to seamlessly participate in lessons
that are hundreds of miles away. Likewise in the resource
sector, VSAT virtually eliminates the distance factor by
bringing connectivity to oil rigs hundreds of miles off
shore, utility and pipeline stations in the middle of the
desert, and mining sites deep in mountain ranges to
enable constant monitoring and control of core functions.

Executive Spotlight

In addition to establishing basic communications in
developing parts of Asia, VSAT is also advancing
and redefining mobile connectivity. In the maritime
market, VSAT connectivity enables a wide range
of onboard applications from basic Internet access
that bolsters crew morale, to weather and charting
data that’s critical to a navigating a ship. For military
communications, thanks to new technology that enables
high-speed mobility, security and ruggedness, VSAT
communications can now be deployed on the move
like never before to support command and control,
reconnaissance and telemedicine. Likewise, VSAT also
provides quick and stable connectivity at relief sites for
emergency communications and disaster management.

Further, VSAT is being used today by enterprise,
banking and finance companies to keep remote
branches in countries with big land masses stay
connected with corporate headquarters for data sharing
that yields increased productivity and efficiency.
For sites in more developed areas of the region
where terrestrial communications provides primary
connectivity, VSAT is deployed for business continuity
purposes as an active back up to terrestrial systems
that are vulnerable to natural disasters.

SM

How does iDirect’s Evolution platform benefit service
providers in Asia?

Goh Wai Pheng

Evolution is iDirect’s next-generation product line, built
on DVB-S2 with Adaptive Coding Modulation (ACM).
Evolution is up to 50 percent more efficient than non-S2
systems, designed for networks with larger outbound
capacity requirements.
Customers can leverage Evolution to build nextgeneration satellite networks that significantly improve
bandwidth efficiency and offer lower operating costs —
especially critical in satellite capacity strained regions

iDirect Evolution X3 Router
20
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like Asia.iDirect’s ACM can automatically optimize
link performance, balancing efficiency and availability
as link conditions change due to adverse weather
conditions. This can result in increased availability and
cost savings for the customers in remote areas or for
vessels out at sea.

SM

Who are some iDirect partners currently using Evolution?

Goh Wai Pheng

One important iDirect partner that has deployed an
Evolution network in the region is Tatanet Services Ltd,
India’s fastest growing VSAT service provider. Tatanet
is using an Evolution-powered network to expand its
business across multiple developing markets that require
specialized service capabilities.
These include satellite VPN, VoIP and Internet broadband
services to major enterprises and organizations,
supporting remote communications, business continuity
networks and a wide array of critical IP applications.
Evolution also enables Tatanet to deliver communications
solutions for the maritime broadband and GSM backhaul
markets, and to host Virtual Network Operators.
Australian Satellite Communications (ASC) is another
key iDirect partner who has leveraged Evolution with
great success. ASC selected Evolution to expand and
improve a critical distance learning network operated by
Australia’s Northern Territory Government (NTG). The
NTG’s Department of Education (NTDET) needed to
boost the network’s interactive capabilities and support
new applications, regions and end users.
With Evolution’s data throughput gains, NTDET has
added inbound video to the network and significantly
increased the number of interactive lessons available,
enabling students to collaborate more directly with

iDirect Evolution X5 Router
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teachers and peers. Further, iDirect’s Group QoS
technology enables the network to easily handle a wide
range of bandwidth-intensive applications including
multicast video, synchronous audio and file sharing.

NTDET will also leverage the network to extend its
multimedia distance learning program to new sites,
including many in NT’s tropical areas, where the
wet season often jeopardizes network performance.
Evolution’s built-in ACM technology has shown to deliver
a 400 percent increase in
capacity while operating
at peak performance
under adverse weather
conditions.

gains have allowed SQUARE to amplify its overall value
to current customers with next-generation services, while
at the same time allowing the provider to stretch existing
satellite capacity further to expand its service and pursue
a broader market opportunity. SQUARE plans to support
an emerging telemedicine service that will deliver remote
access to medical consultation in rural areas where
quality healthcare service has not yet reached.

Another important
partner that has deployed
an iDirect Evolution
network in the region is
SQUARE InformatiX
Ltd, the largest satellite
service provider in
Bangladesh. SQUARE
recently upgraded its
satellite broadband
service to iDirect’s
Evolution platform to
support banks and other
corporate customers in
Bangladesh’s growing
enterprise market.
The Evolution network
replaced SQUARE’s
existing satellite system
to maximize bandwidth
capacity for advanced
applications such as
online banking, ATM,
Point-of-Sale and
e-Commerce.
iDirect’s Evolution
platform has delivered
data throughput
improvements of up to 60
percent over SQUARE’s
prior system. These
bandwidth efficiency
SatMagazine — June 2010
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How do you see the Asian VSAT market developing or
expanding in the future?

Goh Wai Pheng

In the past, the quality and affordability of VSAT
couldn’t match that of terrestrial communications.
Today, the scaling costs of the VSAT platform
investment options along with advanced technologies
are reducing satellite bandwidth usage and associated
costs, and ensuring higher quality and reliability. Given
these changes, satellite communications will continue
to be adopted in new markets to support an evergrowing diversity of applications.
New government initiatives in the region will continue
to drive greater use of VSAT, as urban centers seek
to extend education, healthcare and other services
to remote parts of the region. The maritime market is
another key growth driver for the Asia Pacific region,
as the industry matures and more ships switch from
legacy narrowband connectivity to VSAT to deliver their
onboard broadband communications.
In the region’s most mature and developed economies,
there is increased jeopardy and devastation potential
from the constant threat of natural disasters. In these
markets, though terrestrial communications is most
prevalent, there will always be a need to reinforce core
communications with VSAT as the most dependable
and high-quality continuity system available, providing
emergency communications for disaster management as
well as for enterprise business continuity.

SM

What is iDirect Asia doing to capitalize on the current
market opportunities?

Goh Wai Pheng

As we are a relatively young team in APAC compared
to our counterparts in the U.S. and Europe, we are
focused on building a local team that can closely support
customer requirements in the region from pre- and
post-sales support, logistics (in-region warehousing),
to developing a local Technical Assistance Center and
Training capabilities.
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We are also leveraging our parent company’s
expertise in RF equipment, integration and design
to provide our customers with turn-key solutions as
and when they need them. We continue to work very
closely with our growing base of existing and potential
customers, as many service providers and network
operators in the region turn to us for consultancy while
planning for the future. Their continued trust in iDirect is
a good indication of the capabilities and success of our
technology. They know that we understand their needs,
which is always very important in any business.
As always, we will reach out to our customers
about the benefits of iDirect technology — the cost
effectiveness and advantages that new platforms such
as Evolution can bring to their business and customers
from a commercial and technical aspect. Perhaps
most importantly, iDirect will continue to develop new
technologies that test the limits of efficiency, flexibility
and scalability to allow our partners to offer differentiated
VSAT services and capitalize on the growing market
demand in markets like Asia.

Event

Gain A Bigger Slice Of The Asian Pie...
CommunicAsia + BroadcastAsia
Many of the world’s biggest satellite companies will
congregate at CommunicAsia and BroadcastAsia when the
events return from June 15 to 18, 2010 to the Singapore Expo.
These global players are eyeing the events as the choice
business platform in Asia to help ramp up their presence and
reach out to the region’s resilient satellite markets.

Growth Opportunities in the Asian
Satellite Industry

Satellite services have evolved and now include data
and video delivery solutions that encompass broadband
Internet, VoIP, mobile communications, and broadcasting.
The exponential rise in mobile adoption in Asia, which
now accounts for one-third of the four billion mobile
subscribers in the world, is the key catalyst fuelling Asia’s
demand for satellite services. While rapidly urbanized
cities represent a large proportion of the growth of
emerging markets in Asia, connecting rural communities
that are beyond the reach of telecommunications
infrastructure with cellular backhaul services has become
an important, untapped growing market being eyed by
major satellite players. Satellite’s critical role in enabling
safe and effective communications in disaster recovery,
military operations, and offshore setups continue to be
growth areas for the Asia Pacific region.
“Asia Pacific has always been a very important market for
us,” said Mr. John Warehand, PR Manager of Inmarsat.
“For some of our services, such as our new mobile
broadband BGAN X-Stream service, it is the fastest
growing market. Our regular presence at CommunicAsia
has been a consistently valuable part of our marketing
activity. It has been the platform from which we have
launched a number of different services and initiatives into
the region. This year, CommunicAsia will play a central
role in the worldwide launch of our first global handheld
service, the IsatPhone Pro. Our decision to debut the
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new service at CommunicAsia2010 is a reflection of the
importance of the Asia Pacific market, and our belief in
the show’s ability to reach key regional audiences and
beyond.” The recent trend of rising capacity demand for
video services, in particular DTH (Direct-To-Home) TV
broadcasting, propelled the growth of satellite operators.
The popularity of television as an economical form of
entertainment, especially during challenging economic
times, has helped Pay TV operators maintain revenue
streams and fuelled the widespread of TV channels across
Asia. Asian countries exhibiting relatively low Pay TV
penetration rates, including India, Indonesia and the
Philippines, reflect promising prospects for global satellite
players, many of whom have made the move to enter
and explore business opportunities in these developing
markets. India’s Pay TV subscribers in 2009 numbered
19 million subscribers across six platforms and occupy
about 14 per cent of the global Pay TV market of 131
million subscribers .
“The fast growing demand from Asian TV platform
operators for content, in particular HD content would be a
driver for growth in the Asian satellite industry in the next
few years,” said Ms. Sabrina Cubbon, General Manager
of Marketing at AsiaSat. “Opportunities are enormous in
markets such as India for DTH service and digital cable
service; Asia is driving the economic growth in the world
and our focus will be on all the markets in this region.
BroadcastAsia provides an excellent platform where we
can meet our customers and service partners, and market
our capabilities of coverage and access to the Asian
media and broadcast community. We also update our
knowledge on the latest product development and service
offerings on television broadcasting, content creation and
distribution solutions showcased at the show.”
Combined with mobile Internet access, the GPS/LBS
service applications are seen in the industry as valuable
forms of revenue streams. Most handset manufacturers
have launched GPS/LBS enabled handsets in the
market, and revenues are projected to surpass US$14
billion by 2014. “Satellite communications is an
important sector to us,” said Mr. Victor Wong, Project

Event
Director of Communications Events from Singapore
Exhibition Services, organizer of CommunicAsia and
BroadcastAsia. “Satellite exhibitors are gathered at
a dedicated area in the exhibition to encourage closer
business networking and knowledge sourcing activities.
Our Asian buyers, presented with a comprehensive
and convenient marketplace, are able to seek the latest
products and services, industry trends and insights
offered by the world’s leading satellite players.”

Meet Asian Buyers

together with BroadcastAsia2010, is well placed to play
a vital role in accelerating the growth of Asia’s satellite
industry.
CommunicAsia2010/EnterpriseIT2010 will be held
from June 15th through 18th at the Singapore Expo,
in Halls 3 to 6. The hours are 10:30 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.
on June 15th through 17th and from 10:30 a.m. to 4:00
p.m. on June 18th. Select the graphic on Page 24 for
complete registration information...

The event this year, projected to
feature 10 per cent more exhibitors
as compared to last year, will see
the return of many of the world’s
leading satellite companies, including
ABE, Alphatron Asia, AsiaSat,
Asia Broadcast Satellite, C2Sat
Communications, China Satcom,
Comtech Telecommunications,
Elber, Eutelsat, GlobeCast, iDirect,
Inmarsat, Intelsat, MEASAT,
Microwave Radio Communication,
Rover Broadcast & Instruments,
SES WORLD SKIES, SpeedCast,
SoftNi, ST Electronics, ST Teleport,
TELEVES, Thaicom, and Vislink.
These companies, hailing
from across the globe, regard
CommunicAsia2010 and
BroadcastAsia2010 as important
platforms for them to network with
key decision makers from the
Asian business community, grow
their business through forming key
partnerships, and showcase their
technologies and applications to the
Asian marketplace.
Satellite services have played a
predominant role in revolutionizing
the way we communicate today. By
bridging the wide spectrum of satellite
technologies and applications to
present operators new and innovative
ways to deliver data, video and
voice content, CommunicAsia2010,
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Scheduled for Wednesday, June 16th, at CommunicAsia
............
This session’s features include the following topics

Satellite Communications
10:00

Opening by Conference Chairman
Kevin Fren, talk Satellite

10:05

Welcoming remarks

10:10

Keynote Address by Peter Jackson, CEO, AsiaSat

10:30

New Developments in Launch Services
The Launch Services industry has come under fire regarding high pricing and
lack of competition in the market; however Launchers stand firm believing they
are serving the satellite industry well. What is the true state of this dilemma?
Going forward how best can the Launch Service Industry address the needs of the
commercial satellite industry? Will the Asia-Pacific continue to be a growth region
for Launch Services?
Jean-Yves Le Gall, CEO, Arianespace

10:50

Morning break

11:10

Panel Discussion: The Asian Broadcasting and DTH Scene: Trends and
Tribulations”
Broadcasters and DTH service providers are the foundation of the satellite
industry. Satellites are critical in getting their content out, but just how high do
satellite services rank in their everyday concerns? Are broadcasters and DTH
service providers looking to lease more capacity to get expand SD channel
line-ups, grow HD and maybe move into the emerging 3D TV realm? Or are
current economic conditions still too weak to justify the cost of more capacity
needed to expand their programming or enter into new markets? How are issues
of new content acquisition or sports rights driving their growth decisions today?
And what about the ongoing issue of piracy so prevalent in many markets in the
region? A panel of distinguished end-user speakers from Asian broadcasters, DTH
service providers and contribution/SNG players will offer their insights on these
questions and more.
Moderator:
Patrick French, SeniorAnalyst, NSR
Panellists:
Peter Jackson, CEO, AsiaSat
Huang Baozhong, Vice President, China Satellite Communications Corporations
Paul-Brown Kenyon, COO, MEASAT
Steve Collar, Senior Vice President, SES WORLD SKIES
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12:00

Lunch

1:30

New Chinasat, More Opportunity
China Satcom offers communication access for China Mobile, China Telecom
and China Unicom in remote and mountainous regions and delivers secure
transmission of satellite services such as voice, image, base station signal,
and universal services in rural areas to Indonesia, Nepal, the Laos, Myanmar,
Pakistan and other countries. China Satcom provides dedicated services for
customers in government, city emergency communications,finance, transportation
and petroleum sectors. It can extend its communication coverage to remote
land, island and ocean where it’s hard for fibre cables to reach. Based upon
transponder services, China Satcom is actively promoting the development
of satellite application industry. It has provided system integration, O&M, and
equipment maintenance services based on satellite transmission to government
organizations, financial institutions, and Telecom enterprises.
Huang Baozhong, Vice President, China Satellite Communications Corporations
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1:50

Satellite Mobile Applications in Asia
Prior to co-founding C-COM in 1997, Leslie Klein has been involved in building technology
companies. Dr.Klein is a founder of a number of highly successful and profitable
corporations which are still in existence today 30 years after they have been created. Prior
to becoming a serial entrepreneur, Dr.Klein has worked for such notable corporations as
IBM, Hewlett-Packard, Control Data and Nortel (Bell Northern Research).
Leslie Klein, CEO and President, C-COM Satellite Systems Inc

2:10

Panel Discussion: Satellite Based Cellular Backhaul Services
Backhaul is a major problem for operators; however with prices falling to install cellular
backhaul solutions in their network, pressures on their budget and networks are easing.
Cellular satellite backhaul is now classed as a mature technology, and has true growth
potential. This panel will highlight growing trends, the economics at plays, and genuine
advantages that are delivered when using a cellular satellite backhaul system.
Moderator:
Kevin French, talk Satellite
Panellists:
Richard Swardh, Director, Business Development, Ericsson
Peter Radford, Vice President Products, SpeedCast Ltd
Tom van der Heyden, Chief Executive Officer, Sky Fiber Asia

3:00

Afternoon break

3:20

Hybrid Networks
Terrestrial networks are constantly expanding covering areas for which in the past, the only
alternative for communications was satellite. Rather than being threatened by this, some
operators see this as an opportunity for new types of services such as hybrid networks
for back-up or application-based load sharing, multicast overlays, or overflow solutions.
Operators are increasingly making use of hybrid network infrastructures to provide
managed services combining the advantages of each technology, whether it is DSL,
cellular, wireless or VSAT.
Amiram Levinberg, Chairman of the Board & Chief Executive Officer, Gilat Satellite
Networks Ltd.

3:40

Integrating Applications for Vertical Markets
Aren’t Satellite Communications expensive?
This seems to be a perception held by many people who don’t normally use satellite
comms and yet, with the right applications, using a satellite connection can often save
people considerable money. Whether the application saves on an aircrafts patrol hours,
reduces the amount of travel a business incurs as part of checking its machinery or
enables multiple prepaid Internet sessions over one, small maritime satellite link the
benefits that a satellite connection brings can produce a substantial business payback
before any other benefits such as safety are included. This presentation will provide real
world examples across a number of different industries where satellite communications
based solutions are delivering measurable benefits in the air, on land and at sea.
Todd McDonell, CEO, TC Communications Pty Ltd

4:00

Panel Discussion: Satellite Services & Connectives for the Consumers
From broadcasting to broadband, satellite communications have increasingly become an
essential service for Asian consumers. Enabled by deregulation and driven by escalating
demand for information, communications and entertainment, the trend throughout the
Asia Pacific is to deliver faster, more flexible and higher value solutions. Regardless of
proximity to cities -- and often in support of wireless and fiber-based offerings -- these
solutions now also hold the promise of reaching millions of would-be consumers who, until
now, were beyond the reach of the communications sector. This session will explore how
leading players in the field are taking consumer access to the next level in Asia.
Moderator:
David Hartshorn, Secretary General, The Global VSAT Forum
Panellists:
Doron Elinav, Vice President of Marketing and Business Development, Gilat Satellite
Networks Ltd.
Richard Beckley, Vice President, Next Generation Networks, Globecomm Systems
Alexander Jeuck, Vice President, ND SatCom
Nile Patompob, Vice-President, Marketing & Sales,THAICOM Public Company Limited
Chris D’Aguiar, Vice President, Sales and Marketing, Inmarsat

5:00

Closing remarks by Conference Chairman and end of Satellite Communications Forum
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Asia’s Game Changer...
The ISRO and Its Cryogenic Engine

author: Andrew Tytla, Editor, ReallyRocketScience.com

What does it take to get to space? It’s very simple — lots of money
and solid engineering.
Do you recall the Space Race between the Russians
and the Americans? The resources dedicated in the
50’s and 60’s for this competition totalled in the billions
of each country’s currency. Each nation’s best and
brightest engineering talent was drawn to the Space
Race like bees to a flower’s nectar. The technology
blossomed and grew stronger and more competent over
time. Thousands of engineers worked hard, striving for
a greater good — a purpose, a mission — to reach the
moon. And they did it.
Starting in the mid-70’s, there was money to be made
from SATCOM. Video distribution via satellite became the
true “killer app.” RCA and Hughes were making money
in the U.S. Within 10 years, Europe and Asia joined in the
new space race. It was a race to produce profit — and
lots of it. The faster you placed a spacecraft into orbit, the
faster you made money.
Today, there are 200+ spacecraft in geosynchronous
orbit serving every part of the world. Some are premiumpriced orbital locations and neighborhoods, some are
not. Regardless, a full payload can count revenue of $20
million or more per year — many full-time video contracts
have terms of 10-15 years or more.
As spacecraft enter the end of their station-kept lives,
they’ll need replacement. The two largest fleets, Intelsat
and SES, expect to launch at least 10 spacecraft each
over the next three years. Telesat has three spacecraft
on-order, and Eutelsat expects to launch four over the
next 18 months. Given the need for more spectrum to
serve less-developed parts of the globe, demand will
surely exceed the supply of available launch windows
and launch vehicles.

Satellite operators can turn to a number of manufacturers
in the U.S., Europe, Israel, India, and China as capable
second-tier vendors. Give the launch market another 10
years, and these options may become even more attractive.
Once built, these spacecraft need to move into orbit.
Here’s where it gets complicated. Since the formation
of United Launch Alliance (ULA) in December of
2006, the U.S. Air Force has essentially taken the Atlas
and Delta launchers off the market. They’ve booked
practically the entire manifest, leaving commercial
customers to look elsewhere. In 2009, nearly all of the
16 ULA launches were for the U.S. Government.
International Launch Services (ILS), which used to
represent Atlas launches, is now focused exclusively
on the Proton launcher. A few years ago, the cost
of launching via Proton was attractive — until the
ULA came along. Prices are now more on-par with
Arianespace, the only other viable option for lifting
heavy payloads into geosynchronous orbit.
The backlog for Proton launches stands at 23 (as of May
1, 2010). As a launch campaign is typically four weeks
in length, one has to figure ILS is booked for two years
out. All ILS launches are completed from the Baikonur
Cosmodrome in Kazakhstan.
The Ariane 5 launcher is built in Europe by a consortium
of 10 European countries, the French space agency
CNES and EADS Astrium. Arianespace’s current backlog
of launches into geosynchronous orbit stands at 29. At
their current pace, they’re booked for three or more years.
Sea Launch, which launches from a converted oil-drilling
platform located on the equator 1,500 miles south of
Hawaii, filed for bankruptcy protection in June of 2009 and
is expected to return to the launch marketplace soon. A
catastrophic launch failure in early 2007 did them in, just
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as they were developing a Land Launch option using the
same Zenit rocket that launches out of Baikonur.
Japan’s H-2A rocket, a capable launching system based at
the Tanegashima Space Center, has never had more than
four launches in any given year. Two launches are planned
in 2010, and, so far, only one is scheduled for 2011.
Brazil’s Alcântara Launch Center is probably the one
alternate site that had a promising future. A terrible
accident in 2003, and
ongoing litigation with
native peoples in the
immediate vicinity, has
stifled further development.

That leaves us with probably the most promising
option: the Indian Space Research Organization
(ISRO). The GSLV launcher has proven its
capability, but it lacked a reliable upper stage.
The most efficient upper stages today use cryogenic
engines. Cryogenic technology involves the use of
propellants at extremely low temperatures. Liquid oxygen,
combined with liquid hydrogen, offers high energyefficiency for rocket engines in need of huge amounts of

The Asia Pacific
Space Centre, located
on Christmas Island
(Australia), is another
unfulfilled dream.
Announced in 2001, the
center never materialized
as a launch option as the
airport was not upgraded
to accommodate
Antonov 124 and
Boeing 747 freighters
for delivering launcher
components or spacecraft
ready for launch.
What about China?
Nobody from the U.S.
will touch that as major
ITAR issues govern
many spacecraft, or
their components —
don’t expect to see the
Western world embrace
China’s Long March
rocket any time soon.
European spacecraft
manufacturers are
developing “ITAR-free”
builds, but that’s bound to
annoy many companies.
SatMagazine — June 2010
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thrust. But oxygen remains a liquid only at temperatures
below minus 183 degrees Celsius and hydrogen at below
minus 253 degrees Celsius. Building a rocket stage
with an engine that runs on such propellants means
overcoming a number of engineering challenges. The
ISRO was denied access to buying the best available
technology, but eventually found a supplier in Russia.
That deal, alas, ended prematurely as sanctions were
imposed on India for violating the Missile Technology
Control Regime in 1992. With no other options at
its disposal, the ISRO decided to develop their own
cryogenic technology, thinking such would take
approximately 10 years to develop. Instead, the project
required more than 16 years. The ISRO worked with
Godrej and MTAR Technologies, who produced the
cryogenic engine as a consortium.
The U.S. was first to use a cryogenic engine in 1963,
followed by Japan in 1977, France in 1979, China in
1984, and Russia in 1987. Adding India to the space
elite hinged on the launch of the GSLV-D3 in April,

A failure review board has been formed, led by
S. Ramakrishnan, ISRO’s Director (Projects) at
Thiruvananthapuram-based Vikram Sarabhai Space
Centre. Their report is due in time for CommunicAsia in
June, where Arianespace CEO Jean-Yves Le Gall will be
spotlighted on Day Two. Had the launch been successful,
the GSLV-D3 would have made ISRO fully self-reliant
in launching heavier communication satellites (4,500 to
5,000 kg). A successful launch would have enhanced
India’s capability to be a truly competitive player in the
multimillion dollar commercial launch market.
Dan Goldberg, CEO of Telesat, is a leader who has
found ISRO “extremely capable” and would welcome
the possibility of working toward the day when launches
could occur from Sriharikota. With comments like those
coming from an innovator such as Telesat, that carries
a lot of weight. And that’s just what the GSLV needs to
do — carry a lot of weight into its assigned orbital slot.
Expect the ISRO to continue their good works as they
do all in their power to join in as a member of the prime
launch market.
About the author
Andrew Tytla is the editor of
ReallyRocketScience.com, based in
New Jersey, and may be reached at...

andy@andrewtytla.com

2010. Unfortunately, the launch from the Satish Dhawan
Space Centre was of limited success. The first stage fired
perfectly, and the second stage burned as planned. The
ISRO confirmed the indigenous cryogenic engine ignited,
but then telemetry data indicated the launch vehicle was
tumbling and subsequently all contact was lost.
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Addressing The ASIAN SATCOM Market

author: Doron Elinav, V.P. Marketing, Gilat Satellite Networks

As one of the leading providers of products and services for high
performance satellite-based communications networks, Gilat Satellite
Networks Ltd. (Nasdaq: GILT) enables communications networks across
the globe. Asia is a major market for Gilat’s VSAT (Very Small Aperture
Terminal) solutions due to a plethora of business opportunities.
First, satellite services are advantageous due to their
ability to provide cost effective communications, even
with vast distances between sites or regions unavailable
to terrestrial communications systems.
Second, many countries are deploying universal service
obligation projects and satellite provides a quick solution
for broadband connectivity, GSM coverage in remote
regions, and telephony.
Third, the disparate needs of rural and urban
communications require high availability and reliable
communication solutions, which only satellite can provide.
Finally, the growing demands for broadband Internet,
telephony, GSM coverage and video for various
homeland security applications, such as disaster
response, border patrol, and internal security, add new
levels of complexity to incumbent telecom systems.
Gilat has vast experience in helping operators,
enterprises, and governments meet their growing
telecommunications and broadband data needs.
Satellite based communications networks are the
most effective method wherein adding capacity
or bringing online new services is required,
becoming a catalyst for the growth of the entire
communications sector. There is an increasing
need for more broadband services as traditional
telephony shifts to the Internet and to cellular
networks and as governments are required
to reach remote locations within all outlying
geographic areas.
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Gilat has a long-standing presence in Asia. During 2009
and 2010, Gilat deployed and was awarded contracts
to supply networks for different projects. One of Gilat’s
advantages is the Company’s ability to partner with
customers to provide custom, integrated solutions that
fit a client’s specific requirements. This has boosted
business in the region, especially in the deployment of
solutions for many a diverse sets of applications.
One customer is China National Offshore Oil
Corporation (CNOOC). They are using the SkyEdge
II high performance platform, which supports the
delivery of high-speed connectivity to CNOOC’s ships
and offshore platforms. Gilat VSATs enable ship-toship and ship-to-shore communications and, as the Oil
& Gas sector continues to expand drilling to remote
regions and into ever deeper reaches of the ocean
communications, this functionality is a highly critical

need. In addition, the requirement for broadband
connectivity also comes from the need to use ERP
applications in all locations, even on ships. For such
requirements, Gilat’s VSATs provide an efficient and
cost effective solution that is high in performance.
In Central Asia, Kazakhstan’s major service providers
and long-standing customers, Kazakhtelecom JSC,
(KT) and ASTEL, recently expanded their satellite
communications networks based on Gilat technology.
Parts of these deployments serve KT’s Universal
Service Obligation. In 2009, KT added Gilat’s cellular
backhaul solution to its satellite communications network
enabling deployment of hybrid networks to extend the
reach of their terrestrial and cellular infrastructure to
remote communities.
The SkyAbis cellular backhaul solution was integrated
with IP 3G base stations to support KT’s expansion of
communications services to regions where such was not
formerly economically feasible. The cellular backhaul
solution provides the country’s remote citizens with
high-quality telephony and data services similar to such
services that are offered in the more highly developed
regions of the country. The installed solution features
traffic optimization and dynamic bandwidth allocation for
GSM, CDMA 2000, and UMTS.
ASTEL also upgraded its network with a broadband
satellite communications network that included Gilat’s
recently announced NetEdge Gateways, a number of
SkyEdge II satellite hub stations, and VSATs for the
remote sites. The network will deliver a wide range
of interactive data applications, including VoIP, video
conferencing, and virtual private networks primarily
for government and enterprise use. NetEdge creates
new revenue opportunities by extending satellite-based
services to small private networks and offers service
providers, such as ASTEL, the best of both worlds —
one-hop corporate network connectivity with shared
bandwidth for excellent network efficiency.
NetEdge is designed to make possible a bank branch
being able to communicate directly to the main data
center via satellite, and for the data center to send data
directly to the branches, rather than through the main
hub. In the past, this was only possible with full mesh
connectivity or with a private network.
SatMagazine — June 2010
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NetEdge can also be used for Abis backhaul, to connect
GSM base-stations (BTS) to the base-station controllers
(BSC). In cases where multiple BSCs are connected to
a relatively small number of BTSs, NetEdge provides
an excellent solution due to its advanced Dynamic
Bandwidth Allocation Mechanism that shares the
bandwidth between the BTSs, rather than allocating fixed
bandwidth for each individual site. The bandwidth can
also be shared within a BSC and between BSCs.
Gilat platforms can be deployed quickly in harsh terrain
and perform well in severe weather conditions —
important attributes for many remote villages, where
mountainous terrain and cold or difficult weather make
it difficult to implement and maintain a communications
infrastructure. One project to note within a harsh
environment is Gilat’s cellular backhaul project on Mt.
Everest for Nepal Telecom. The broadband satellite
network, based on SkyEdge, adds the provision of tollquality telephony services to villages on the mountain,
making it the world’s highest ground-based satellite
communications network.
In Kazakhstan, Gilat continued to gather steam from the
successful deployment of broadband satellite Internet
service for passengers of Temir Zholy, the country’s
national railway company. To entice more riders and
enhance its overall technology portfolio, Transtelecom
(the government-owned telco that promotes the national
railway’s communications needs) contacted Gilat
and requested the creation of the first satellite-based
broadband service for train passengers in the region.
This is
especially
relevant for
passengers on
the 1,300 km
trip between
Almaty, the
capital, and
the country’s
important
business city,
Astana. The
groundbreaking
train
deployment
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provides riders with free broadband Internet and
telephony service on this route, which primarily goes
through areas where there is minimal access to regular
broadband Internet services.
China Unicom, one of China’s largest telecom providers,
took a big step forward in 2009 by deploying a cellular
backhaul solution to enhance GSM mobile connectivity
throughout the country’s Xianjiang region in the
northwest. Gilat systems facilitate high quality mobile
voice and data services in the region where such had not
been economically feasible to similar services already
offered in China’s developed and urban areas. The
SkyAbis optimized cellular backhaul solution allows China
Unicom to add new niches and move in new directions as
they extend the range of cellular services to the country’s
remote locations. They have also been working with Gilat
equipment for many years and deployed a VSAT network
to provide rural communications applications throughout
the country.
Gilat is empowering communities in Asia with
turnkey projects serving up rural telephony, mobile
communications, and broadband Internet.
Over the past four years, Papua New Guinea’s Telikom
PNG has been provided with VSAT-based networks
to meet the country’s need for robust communications
solutions as well as to serve the island’s corporate
financial services sector’s interactive data communications
requirements. In Thailand, solutions for rural telephony
and broadband Internet services covering hundred of sites
have been offered to create new opportunities for local
residents and
to add them
to the world
communications
grid.
The financial
services sector
demands
extremely high
availability —
VSATs have
been selected
in many projects
and their
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deployments are for three main applications: connectivity
for ATMs, core banking, and stock exchanges. ATM
deployments are growing worldwide, especially in casheconomies where credit cards are not often accepted or
used. In many of the deployments, VSATs provide the
communications necessary to provide the ATM services.
Though ATM traffic may be relatively low, availability is
critical because if the network is not working, the service
cannot be provided.

communications, to serve a government organization.
The SkyEdge II network is providing secure, highperformance advanced communications to carry
end-to-end MPLS data.The system handles converged
services including broadband IP, voice, video, and
multicasting to meet the customer requirements. With its
modular design, the system facilitates add-on modules
required for mesh, embedded voice ports, and other
future technologies.

Core banking is an internal banking application used
within bank branches. These applications require
a broadband communication network with very
high availability and high performance. Banks with
terrestrial communications also require VSATs for
backup communications as existing DSL, ISDN or E-1
connections suffer from frequent outages. Gilat and Cisco
are cooperating in Asia to assist banks with improved
communications integration, security, and reliability
through the deployment of Cisco’s VSAT NM that plugs
into the ISR product family.

Recently, Gilat announced an agreement to acquire
Raysat Antenna Systems (RAS). RAS provides low
profile antennas for two-way satellite communications.
These products are often used for defense or homeland
security applications and, there is good synergy between
Gilat and RAS. A large number of these low-profile
antennas are sold in Asia and market analysts also
expect the market to experience future growth.

Stock and commodity exchanges also use VSATs,
with India a leader in this field. There is a great deal of
growth of more sites and the use of VSATs for backups.
VSATs’ advantages for this application are clear. First,
the technology provides high speed multicast services
to numerous sites and supports extremely high load
of transactions at all times, all the while providing the
reliability and security such customers mandate.
Gilat’s growth strategy includes two main components:
commercial satellite communications and solutions for
defense and homeland security. In 2009 and in 2010,
there has been impressive growth in defense and
homeland security projects. In late 2009, the Company
received a multi-million dollar contract from a government
defense agency in Asia to deliver a turnkey broadband
communications solution. This turnkey solution integrates
a variety of technology platforms and includes the
SkyEdge II high performance platform, enabling the
delivery of high-speed data, video, and voice applications
to serve various units within the organization.

Gilat’s ability to anticipate the market with products that
meet forward-looking requirements is the foundation
of our business relationships within Asia, as well as in
the rest of the world. The Company strives to meet the
evolving communications market and see the enterprise
and financial services markets, as well as that of various
government agencies, as primary drivers during the next
few years.
About the author
Mr. Elinav is responsible for the core
marketing activities, including strategic
marketing, product
management and
corporate marketing.
Prior to joining Gilat, Mr.
Elinav held various senior
marketing positions in the
hi-tech industry, including
in Flash Networks,
Communications Systems
(Comsys) and Radcom.
Mr. Elinav holds a BSc. in Industrial
Engineering from Tel Aviv University.

Gilat is also working closely with Nera
Telecommunications Ltd., a Singapore-based solutions
provider for transmission, SATCOM, and information
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Sky Germany’s Success Story
author: Chris Forrester, Editorial Director, Rapid TV

Sky Deutschland is Rupert Murdoch’s German pay-TV operation, sitting nicely alongside BSkyB and Sky Italia.
Except that News Corp’s German operation has had a troubled history, with allegations of falsifying subs numbers,
disappointing progress, and too high a churn of CEOs! Murdoch recently appointed Brian Sullivan as CEO and he is
doing the rounds of the investment banking community — and the first impressions are wholly positive. Sullivan took
over on March 31st from Mark Williams, although Sullivan has been ‘shadowing’ Williams since the start of the year.
As a report from investment bankers Morgan Stanley says, “Sullivan has a good pay-TV pedigree”, having enjoyed a
stellar 13 years at BSkyB, most recently looking after Sky’s launch of Sky+ and Sky HD services. However, few doubt
the challenges ahead he is now facing. Despite his predecessor spending around €100m on a July re-launch last year,
the end results remain disappointing, says the bank’s report, generating gross additional subs of 201,000 in Q3, and
167,000 in Q4. The net numbers were a poor 67,000 for Q3 and just 39,000 in Q4. Nevertheless, Sullivan says he
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sees “significant opportunities
for growth.” He highlighted
the potential benefits for Sky
Deutschland — of the access to
the experience and expertise of the
other pay TV businesses within the
News Corp affiliation.
Brian Sullivan

while Sullivan’s innovations won’t really begin to make
their impact until Q3, when the Bundesliga season
restarts. Q4 is then a big quarter.
Despite this limited road space ahead, Sullivan is
hopeful that the subscriber target can still be met,” stated
Morgan Stanley.

The stated financial targets of Sky
Deutschland include:

»» For 2010, Sky
expects an EBITDA
loss of between
€130m - €170m
»» Sky looks for an
operating cash flow
break even on 2.8m3.0m subs in Q1
2011. This implies
66k-106k net adds
per quarter over the
next five quarters
»» Sky Deutschland
expects full year 2011
to be significantly
EBITDA positive
“Sullivan is determined
that Sky should meet its
target of being EBITDA
positive in 2011. He
believes that it is important
internally, externally and
amongst customers,
that Sky Deutschland
be deemed to be a
successful business. This
will be prioritised. At the
same time Sullivan does
not want to abandon the
2.8m-3.0m subscriber
target by Q1 2011
although he admits that
the target is tight. Our
forecast is for zero net
subscribers in Q1 2010,
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Sullivan pronounces five key themes:
i.

A solid base has been established by
the re-launch with good progress on
programming, new pricing packages and
brand awareness.

ii. Quality, value, innovation: Sullivan wants
to market the benefits of having Sky more
effectively and plans to add value to customers
with new services and features at the same
price points.
iii. Accelerate growth — the key priority. Sullivan
believes observers will be impressed over the
next 6-9 months by the product introduction
profile.
iv. Improve customer service: Many of the
2009 customer service issues have been
overcome, although there is still room to
improve. Sullivan thinks service could be a
key differentiator for Sky Deutschland.
v. Hit Targets: Sullivan is determined to hit the
significant EBITDA profitability target for
2011 and the 2.8m - 3.0m subscriber target
for end Q1 2011.
“Although the subscriber targets were clearly missed at
Sky Deutschland in 2009, Sullivan highlighted just how
much hard work has already been achieved in the last 12
months. In particular Sky has recaptured the Bundesliga
(and Austrian football league) rights, has rebranded the
business from Premiere to Sky and achieved 70 percent
plus brand awareness, and dramatically restructured the
program packages and pricing. Sullivan described Sky
Deutschland as ‘a strong lean machine,’” according to the
bank’s report.
Brian Sullivan’s key priority above all others is to
accelerate growth. Essentially the business needs
to move off the plateau of 2.47m subscribers at which
it stood at the end of 2009. From the achievement of
growth the other expected benefits, including financial
ones, is expected to flow.
A key theme was the idea of product innovation and
making the product more attractive to attract and retain
more customers. Sullivan’s diagnosis is that in 2009
Sky rebranded but failed to tell customers why they did
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At the same time, Sullivan does not want
to abandon the 2.8m-3.0m subscriber
target by Q1 2011, although he admits the
target is tight. Our forecast [says Morgan
Stanley] is for zero net subscribers in Q1
2010, while Sullivan’s innovations won’t
really begin to make their impact until
Q3, when the Bundesliga season restarts.
Q4 is, then, a big quarter. Despite this
limited road space ahead, Sullivan is
hopeful that the subscriber target can still
be met.

so. At the same time, prices were raised considerably,
but subscribers did not receive extra value for their
higher priced subscriptions. The focus is now to reveal
the attractiveness of the Sky packages and to place
perceived value back into the offering.

Product Innovations

Sullivan declared that the “product introduction profile will
impress over the next 6-9 months”. Although he did not
reveal his plans fully, the directions in which he intends to
move the product line up were clear to us.
Features will include...
»» The introduction of a Sky Plus PVR product:
the satellite version will be available in May
and the cable version by the end of the year.
Sullivan sees the utility and attractiveness
of the PVR as a key boost to the customer
proposition
»» The introduction of a ‘Sky Anywhere, Anytime’
concept. This implies that Sky Deutschland
will introduce an online feature (similar to the
Sky Player in the UK) and mobile applications.
These will be made available at low cost to
customers with the main subscription, and
potentially at no cost to customers on the

Insight
higher packages, such as HD. Sky will also
make itself available on the emerging new
mobile platforms
»» Sky will introduce the concept of a Multiroom
product in the next few months.
»» There will be a continued focus on HD.
All boxes being provided by Sky now are
HD boxes and the operator has nine HD
channels rising to 13 later in the year, the
most comprehensive offering in the German
market. There will be significant marketing of
this feature to highlight the differentiation this
represents for Sky
»» Sky has signed a deal with a small cable
player to make the Sky content available (at
full price) within the cable operator’s triple
play bundle. The cable operator will discount
the broadband and telephony. This is an
interesting development as a new route to
market for Sky. Sullivan reiterated, however,

that he sees no reason to move into wholesale
of the Sky product
»» Possible promotional activity on packages. Sky
Deutschland is wary of recreating a two tier
customer base with different customers paying
different prices for the same product but
Sullivan does see an opportunity to use taster
promotions to get customers to try out Movies
and Sports packages leading to eventual
higher penetration

Sullivan is determined to hit the
significant EBITDA profitability target
for 2011 and the 2.8m to 3.0m subscriber
target for end Q1 2011.
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“At present, Sullivan feels that customers
are comparing the prices that they pay for
the Sky packages unfavorably with what
they paid before the Premiere packages.”
— Morgan Stanley
Sullivan said his Sky Deutschland team would also be
focusing on customer satisfaction, already known to be a
key element in holding onto subs at BSkyB although not
seen as a particular problem for Sky in Germany.

These appear less pressing than they were during
Q3 and Q4 of 2009. The in-house customer service
centers work very well according to Sullivan and are
close to best in class, being able to resolve customer
difficulties with little escalation.
The main area of challenge rests in the outsourced
customer service centers where multiple customer
problems by type cannot be handled by a single
operator. Brian Sullivan has instituted a change program
which he anticipates will take around 18 months.
“At present, Sullivan feels that customers are comparing
the prices that they pay for the Sky packages
unfavourably with what they paid before for the Premiere
packages,” says the bank. “Over time, this effect should
fade and Sky will instead concentrate on “quality,
innovation and value” to persuade customers to look at
the price against what customers are actually receiving.
Sullivan is very upbeat about the quality and breadth of
the Movies and Sports packages,” added the bank.
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»» There will be a focus on service delivery.
Sky observes that there are very few TV
products in Germany where service is offered
by the provider and sees an opportunity to
differentiate itself in this area.
»» Sullivan claims that there are very high
satisfaction scores amongst existing
customers and that this is a key strength.
He hopes to recreate the situation in the UK
where customer advocacy is a major source of
growth for BSkyB.
Churn peaked in Q3 2009 at 23.3 percent and fell to 21.6
percent in Q4. Sky Deutschland has anticipated a gradual
decline in the level of churn through
2010. Our model suggests that churn
averages 17.7 percent during 2010.
Brian Sullivan also identified the
number of subscribers who remain
on the old style 24-month Premiere
packages. These are also a source of
somewhat higher than normal churn.
The remaining number is around
0.6m-0.7m subscribers, around 25 to
30 percent of the base. These should
phase out gradually over time.

About the author
London-based Chris Forrester is a wellknown entertainment and broadcasting
journalist. He reports on all aspects of
the TV industry with special emphasis on
content, the business of film, television
and emerging technologies. This
includes interactive multi-media
and the growing importance
of web-streamed and digitized
content over all delivery platforms
including cable, satellite and
digital terrestrial TV as well as
cellular and 3G mobile. Chris has
been investigating, researching
and reporting on the so-called
‘broadband explosion’ for 25 years.

A Case In Point

Kicking Around —
Manchester City Football Club
When SatStream was approached by Endemol to provide live streaming
of several Manchester City football matches there was, of course, much
excitement at the SatStream offices. This was however coupled with an
acute realisation that it would have to be perfect so as not to disappoint
the vast number of fans. Luckily the broadcast facility in London is well
equipped for just such an occasion!
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Preparing The Ground

The SatStream broadcast-standards facility was customdesigned by a team of broadcast specialists for content
acquisition from satellite and streaming, via the Internet.
However, live streaming over the Internet doesn’t come
without its challenges, all of which can be overcome with
the correct know-how. SatStream liaised with technical
teams in South Africa to ensure seamless acquisition of
audio and video signals. Football matches, by definition,
contain high levels of detail and movement. Therefore,
the encode parameters need to be optimized to the
selected format and platform, whether that be Flash,
Windows Media, or Silverlight, all for delivery on the
Internet, PDAs or mobile phones.

The Challenge — Vodacom, That Is!
The initial matches streamed by SatStream were part
of the Vodacom challenge, a pre-season football
event now in its tenth year, hosted in South Africa. The
matches were beamed live over satellite and received

A Case In Point
in London at the SatStream down-link facility. On this
occasion, the client required multiple Flash H.264
streams for Internet content delivery.
It was important to Endemol and the Manchester City
Football Club that the matches be viewed perfectly
by fans across the globe, regardless of actual traffic
bandwidth consumption. This was achieved using a
Content Distribution Network (CDN). A CDN is essentially
an overlay of media servers across the Internet designed
specifically for large scale, high quality video delivery.
Across the world, football fans were able to access
the video player at the team’s own website, where the
preferred player was provided by BrightCove. SatStream
can integrate webcasting into virtually every currently
available player.

The Winning Goal
To maximize viewer interaction, there was a live chat
site provided by an unofficial Manchester City website
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A Case In Point
Unfortunately for the team and its fans,
Manchester City lost two of its three
matches. However, viewers reached 25k
in number. This revealed to the club and
Endemol that this type of broadcast was
extremely popular with viewers. Indeed,
more and more sporting events are being
watched on the Internet and SatStream is
now poised to become the preferred hub
for distribution services to rights-holders
and brands who wish to embrace this
technology and the flexibility it offers.

and forum called Blue Moon. This allowed real-time fan
participation, together with a “man of the match” forum.
SatStream rounded off the added-value experience
by providing live commentary of the event, live from
its facility. This provided scope for MCFC to consider
multiple simultaneous languages for future matches.

About SatStream
SatStream is Europe’s largest
bespoke broadcast-standards
facility that is specifically designed
for content acquisition from satellite
and Internet broadcast streaming.
The SatStream Live Encoding Facility,
located just south of the Thames in Central
London, was custom-designed and built in
2007 by a team of broadcast specialists.
For further information, please visit
http://www.SatStream.com
About Endemol
Endemol is a global leader in
entertainment programming,
having established itself as the
largest independent TV, cross
platform and digital production
company in the world. The
company annually produces
nearly 40,000 hours of premium
entertainment for approximately
400 broadcasters and cross media
platforms around the world. It also
creates bespoke branded content
for the world’s leading advertising
agencies and brands.
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An Asian Gateway: The SatLink Solution

author: David Hochner, CEO, Satlink Communications

SatLink Communication is a leading gateway to and from the Asian market
for broadcasters, networks, cable groups and news groups. Strategically
located in the Middle East, the global satellite communications services
provider geographically straddles satellite orbits and world-wide fiber
networks enabling it to offer services and platforms to and from Asia.
In this vibrant industry, news service organizations,
satellite owners, networks, broadcasters and
governments trust SatLink for reliable high service,
creative technical solutions, as well as comprehensive
satellite and fiber capabilities. Asia is a market that has
proven exceptionally robust for the company.
SatLink provides tailor made transmission solutions
for Global Content Distribution with advanced teleport
facilities and fiber networks. Numbered within the
Top 20 Independent Teleports by the World Teleport
Association, the company offers access to a worldwide
network covering five continents and supplies flexible
transmission solutions over multiple satellite platforms,
fiber and IP. In fact, AsiaSat, SES WORLD SKIES,
and Hellas Sat have all designated SatLink their official
Middle East portal of choice for carrying content between
Europe, the Middle East, Africa and Asia.

Satellite Platform Strategy
The company’s space presence is based on the creation
and marketing of various MCPCs (Multiple Channels Per
Carrier) platforms. Connecting the ground station to leading
satellites around the globe and a worldwide fiber network,
full service solutions are brought together for Standard
Definition (SD) and High Definition (HD) broadcasters,
networks, operators, and telecoms who are seeking to
connect far-flung audiences or to open new markets.
In the Asia-Pacific market, SatLink operates two full
digital transponder MCPC platforms on Asia’s premium
satellite AsiaSat 5. At 100.5 degrees East, this satellite’s
C-band beam reaches China, India, Indonesia, and all
the way to Australia and New Zealand and other mass
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markets. SatLink also has working agreements with
Measat-3/3A, Thaicom-5, NSS-6, ABS and other birds
in the sky. For Asian networks moving into Europe,
North America, and Africa, SatLink’s end-to-end services
include playout facilities and access to additional MCPC
resources on popular Direct to Home (DTH) satellites
such as Hot Bird, Galaxy 19, and Sirius 4 (Astra 4).
The global fiber network connects Europe, North America,
and Asia via an ATM fully redundant optic fiber network
that reaches from Australia to Hong Kong and Singapore
to Europe and the Mediterranean and to the Americas.
SatLink has recently been appointed the Global
Distribution Provider for one of the major worldwide
news networks. Client’s services will be transmitted
through a combination of satellites backed up by a
worldwide fiber network. The client will use a full range
of transmission and distribution services for distributing
their content around the globe. SatLink will cover the
world by providing transmissions via a multi-satellite
structure and a global fiber network for redundancy as
well as to reach other regions using unique technical
and professional expertise to provide an edge in fulfilling
highly demanding requirements for service distribution.

New Tech Strategies
SatLink is dedicated to being at the forefront of
technology. Such is certainly the case with HD and
3DTV, having experience with both technologies. 3DTV
transmission tests have been ongoing and these are
nearly ready to launch as the company remains one step
ahead of demand.

SatLink’s robust HD transmission capabilities include
the encoding, decoding, encrypting, and multiplexing of
as many as 12 simultaneous streams. The technology
enables insertion of different languages into the streams
prior to re-transmission and distribution, as well as down
conversion of HD to SD, and vice versa. These systems
make SatLink a major gateway to and from Asia for
sports, news, nature programming and special occasional
events, in addition to permanent HD transmissions.
During the past year, the company was the first with
exclusive transmission station feeding of the UEFA’s
2009 – 2010 football matches to Asia. From the first
matches to the exciting final, Asian fans were provided
with an incredible HD football experience.

Broadcasters Going To Asia
For SD and HD broadcasters and networks entering
the Asia Pacific region, or those looking to add new
European, African, or North American markets, the
case for SatLink is compelling. Currently provided is
a strong neighborhood on various platforms to supply
broadcasters with comprehensive transmission solutions.
This includes downlinking the signal to a teleport with
access to more than 80 Earth stations. Or, the signal
can be received via the global fiber network. Using
the dedicated and advanced playout centers, signals
can be uplinked to full transponders for distribution to
cable head-ends, re-broadcasters as well as delivery to
individual home viewers in the region — on any desired
satellite capacity.
Fertile Asian MCPC neighborhood include the prestigious
International Club de Bruges bouquet which is
comprised of leading European international TV channels
such as TVE Internacional, RTPi, RTR Planeta and
others. This bouquet is joined by LUX HD and euronews
and by a spiritual bouquet that includes channels such as
Daystar Network, God’s Learning Channel (GLC) and
The Supreme Master Network.
SatLink is extremely bullish and strongly believes in the
growth of the Asian broadcasting market. The industry
recession of 2008/09 is slipping past and confidence
holds the high ground as Asia moves upwards and
onwards into the future. SatLink will be there to supply
leading solutions and technologies to serve market
needs, all to move into the future with clients.
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Chronicles Of SATCOM — The Brotherhood
author:Tony Radford, Paradise Datacom

With Satellite 2010 and NAB having come and gone, the industry is once
again left in the wake of the “buzz” that always encircles these iconic
events. During the show, exhibitors ceremoniously congregate and
swap perspectives of its benefit (or lack thereof), pitting their personal
ratings against those voiced by the professional market observers and
disseminated for mass consumption. The metrics upon which they base
their opinions about the trade show performance are generally limited to
visual observations designed to answer the usual list of questions — “How
is the volume of this year’s traffic compared to years past? Are they ‘quality’
customers or souvenir-seeking tire-kickers? Is the volume of attendees a
direct indication of the health of the market? Do I have to go through this
next year?” Well, perhaps the last question fits into a different category, but
I know it’s one that is commonly asked.
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Prior to the opening of the gates, exhibitors manned
their stations with cautious anticipation and hopes that
an onslaught of customers whipped into a buying frenzy
sparked by pent up demand would sweep the convention
floor like a horde of Wal-mart shoppers dashing for some
cheap imported, though heavily discounted, widget. Productmanufacturers, system integrators, and service providers
alike sought a sign — a sign that a tepid market, like the
shrinking glaciers of Arctic Earth, have started to thaw.

After all, some unmentioned brands will actually stoop
to the practice of “baiting the herd” by offering spreads
of food and intoxicating beverages that create an
inescapable distraction certain to supersede anyone’s
shopping agenda.
Then the question remains — how do we determine
the true health of our industry? One might choose to
employ the “Tarot Card method” by reading the quarterly
and annual reports of the SATCOM companies that

Those who count on
SATCOM for their
livelihood constantly
seek a reference with
which to compare
themselves against
their competition.
Many exhibitors whose
sales activity was
not in synch with the
timing or location of
the events stood about
with looks of obvious
boredom tainted by the
realization that money
spent on attending the
show could have been
directed instead to a
Harley, a sports car or
any tangible purchase
that would guarantee
gratification.
Other stands could
barely be seen through
the crowds of attendees
covering the booths like a
mass of ants ravenously
devouring the remnants
of a fried chicken leg
carelessly tossed into the
weeds during a summer
picnic. But does heavy
booth activity necessarily
have a direct correlation
to that company’s health
or, for that matter, the
health of the market?
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are publicly owned. But in reality, sifting through the
information so masterfully disguised as to render the
report little more than a smoke-filled marketing tool
is unlikely to produce any useful information. Chestpounding press announcements proclaiming bountiful
kills appear to be at an all time low and those that are
released are so ambiguous that the sale of a toasteroven can be made to look as tantalizing as the award of
a turnkey Standard-A Station.

As is always the case, some markets are up while others
are down. Not all industry segments are synched to a
common clock. Like the proverbial “chicken and egg,”
satellite manufacturing initiates the timeline. Just as
fertile fields that produce future harvests are then sown,
choice orbital slots are populated with these newlyconstructed spacecraft that will eventually stimulate the
growth of Earth-bound systems and networks necessary
for their use as revenue-producing tools.

Some marketing consultants have declared that the
recession is over, that SATCOM has proven to be
impervious to the economic woes that plague our
planet. But from what divine origin does the beacon
of informative light emanate? I think that some rely
on information gleaned through poling during the
orchestration of booth-to-booth surveys and those
amateurish, taped interviews. What self-respecting
participant is going to tout in the midst of his peers that
his brand’s fiscal performance has him well positioned for
the next SATCOM Raspberry Award?

Does this mean the number of scheduled launches is an
indicator of the number of ground segment equipment
P.O.s that will be issued in the immediate future? Some
would have us believe so.

As there is no medical device that can detect one’s
blood/Kool-Aid level, interviewees teasingly report stores
of plentiful backlog without mentioning the loss of one
or two significant programs, or perhaps the emergence
of one more competitor who might forcefully alter their
course directly into the jaws of inescapable doom.
After all, no one wants to be designated the wounded
wolf in the pack struggling to keep up, unknowingly
working towards being the main course of tomorrow’s
menu as commensurate market share is gobbled up by
increasingly profit-starved pack-mates.
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If even the most skilled medical practitioner keeps
his hands in his pockets while executing a prostate
exam, or while instructing one to “turn your head and
cough,” one’s personal state of health is no more
determinable through such methods than is the health
of our industry when reported by someone who has no
“finger on the pulse”.
I believe the only ones who command a true sense of
the industry’s health and direction are those who reside
directly in the stream of quote and proposal requests,
those direct-suppliers of products and services to the
users of satellite-based technology. It is only during
the intimate, congregational gatherings of this veteran
SATCOM Brotherhood that the veil of mystery is
lifted, where observations are reconciled, suspicions
compared, and rumors debunked. For the brotherhood
similar to our version of the Masonic Lodge, only with
Mexican food and beer.

Insight
The Brotherhood is actually comprised of multiple
chapters spread over many geographic regions. Due
to the nomadic nature of its members, the flow of
information between them is constant and unstoppable.
Turbulence within the industry only makes it grow
stronger as its tentacles spread throughout the land.
Proximity alone is not sufficient to obtain a key.
Chemistry, trust, and camaraderie are all necessary
prerequisites for admission. No ring, tattoo, or secret
handshake exists to officially promulgate its existence.

respects to the whole. But it will never happen, as
no cameras or microphones are allowed within the
halls of the Brotherhood.
But that’s OK — we still have Futron!
About the author
Tony Radford is the Vice
President of Sales and
Marketing for Paradise
Datacom. He may be
reached at...

But exist it does.
Just think — if unleashed, the knowledge contained
within the Brotherhood could paint the most
accurate and detailed picture of the industry’s innermost workings — a true reference revealing every
product and service-provider’s market position with

tradford@paradisedata.com
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Strong Demand For Network, Media, and
Government Services In Asia-Pacific

author: David Ball, Regional Vice President, Asia-Pacific, Intelsat

The Asia-Pacific satellite market has experienced significant growth in
recent years. The growth of digital pay TV, broadband applications and
government communications remains strong — particularly in India,
Australia, the Pacific Islands and East Asia.
Intelsat has a 45-year history of successfully serving the
Asia-Pacific region. Today, customers using capacity on
22 satellites from Intelsat’s global fleet are introducing
and expanding a variety of satellite services within and
from the region. These services include: expanding
broadband infrastructures that bridge the digital divide
in developing nations; introducing mobile and maritime
communications; distributing regional programming
to a global audience, and; enhancing government
communications for data, video and voice transmissions.

A robust satellite network offers customers a complete
transmission solution for both regional and global
delivery of the above-mentioned services. We are
witnessing a surge of demand for these services —
from international customers wishing to increase their
presence throughout Asia-Pacific as well as regionally,
while local providers seek advanced platforms to meet
their growing communications requirements.
Last year, Intelsat recognized that a long-standing
customer, Office des Postes et Telecommunications of

Global coverage map... select graphic for interacitve map at Intelsat’s website...
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French Polynesia (OPT), required more robust coverage
of its country, as it experienced growing demand for its
domestic services. Working with OPT, the Ku-band beam
on Intelsat 18 (IS-18) was worked to provide coverage
to all of French Polynesia. The Ku-band beam’s broader
footprint also reaches the Cook Islands. The contract,
which spans the 15-year expected life of the satellite,
expands the services currently provided to OPT on
the IS-701 satellite. OPT expects to use the Ku-band
capacity on IS-18 for its domestic DTH service and to
offer VSAT and Internet services to the outer islands of
French Polynesia — helping to provide rural and remote
residents with the high-speed broadband services already
enjoyed by the residents of the capital and larger cities.

Key Drivers for Video Growth
Asia-Pacific broadcasters continually search for
new ways to bring the highest-quality programming
to loyal viewers. To meet the growing demand for
media services, Intelsat offers unrivaled Asian video
neighborhoods that reach millions of homes. The
Intelsat 8 satellite at 166 degrees East in the Pacific

Ocean region, and Intelsat 10 at 68.5 degrees East
in the Indian Ocean region, are among the most
valuable regional video neighborhoods hosted, offering
unmatched reach and connectivity for cable networks
and DBS providers transmitting into the Asian region.
In the growing High-Definition (HD) arena, significant
achievements by customers such as Discovery
Communications, Inc. and NHK Global Media
Services, Inc. to bring HD content to their customers
have been witnessed. In the case of NHK, their
programming is distributed in Asia via the Intelsat
network, and Intelsat is providing a distribution platform
that takes this content worldwide.
NHK is using Intelsat satellites program turnaround
services at three Intelsat teleports and Intelsat’s video
fiber network to transmit its first global HD news channel,
NHK World TV. NHK World TV is an English-language
channel broadcasting HD and SD news and Asian lifestyle
programming. Content is gathered from NHK’s 30,
HD-equipped news bureaus worldwide and distributed to
millions of viewers in more than 80 countries.
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Enterprise + Government Sectors
Broadband Throughput Is Increasing
Network service providers are striving to meet
increased demand for more powerful communications
networks to serve enterprises and governments,
providing them with solutions for mobile voice, secure
data and Internet services.

In fact, there is now a huge demand for services from
Asia to the Africa and Middle East regions. IS-17, to
be located at 66 degrees East, will provide higherperforming capacity across Europe, the Middle East,
Russia and Asia, while also expanding Intelsat’s C-band
video distribution community in the Indian Ocean region
with additional high-performance linear C-band capacity.
IS-17 will replace the Intelsat 702 satellite in 2011.

Today, global satellite operators such as Intelsat
are assisting the region’s network service providers
by offering teleport, space segment and managed
solutions that include Internet backbone access,
video conferencing, LAN/WAN interconnections,
multicasting, virtual private networks, data file
transfers and secure communications linking
remote offices, vessels at sea and government
operations. Quickly deployable, satellite networks
are expanding customer services on a local,
national and international scale.
In the network services sector, connectivity
platforms between the Asia-Pacific and other
regions remain especially strong. For example,
Korea’s leading communications service provider,
KT Corporation, recently signed a multi-year,
pre-launch contract for capacity on the Intelsat 17
satellite (IS-17). KT intends to use this IS-17 capacity
to deliver enhanced broadband VSAT services to its
government and enterprise customers with remote
operations in Asia, Africa and the Middle East.

Intelsat 22

For government services, there is some significant
business from the Australian Defence Force (ADF),
as announced last year. The ADF agreed to purchase
a specialized UHF communications payload aboard
the Intelsat 22 satellite to provide communications
for its military. There is substantial potential in hosted
payloads. Such hosted payloads are prime examples
of how governments can take advantage of commercial
platforms to meet long-term communication requirements
in an economical way.

Intelsat’s Asian Satellite And Ground
Network Expansion Plans

Intelsat 17
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Intelsat’s commitment to the Asia-Pacific region remains
strong. This is evidenced by the number of satellites we
have dedicated to, and will be launching over, the region
throughout the next few years. Intelsat expects to launch
eight new satellites between now and the end of 2012,
five of which will provide new or replacement capacity
in Asia. The Asian build includes the acceleration of
replacement satellites for two core video-distribution
roles, as well as one new satellite that increases capacity
for media and networking customers and addresses

Focus
defense-related opportunities in the region. In addition to
IS-17, Intelsat will introduce the following satellites that
will enhance our current regional service offerings:
The Intelsat 18 satellite (IS-18), to be located at 180
degrees East, will provide continuity and enhanced
performance in C-and Ku-band for network, voice, DTH
and video distribution services to the Pacific Islands, and
will offer connectivity to the western United States. IS-18
will replace the Intelsat 701 satellite in 2011.
The Intelsat 19 satellite (IS-19), to be located at 166
degrees East, will feature increased Ku-band capacity
optimized for DTH and network services applications in
Australia. The satellite’s C-band capacity will provide
enhanced-performance capacity for distribution of
international video content throughout the Asia-Pacific
region, with reach to the western United States. The
Ku-band payload also will support demand for mobility and
enterprise network applications across the region. The
IS-19 will replace the Intelsat 8 satellite which today carries

the premier video distribution neighborhood in the AsiaPacific region. The IS-19 satellite will be launched in 2012.
The Intelsat 20 satellite (IS-20) will replace the Intelsat
10 and Intelsat 7 satellites, that are co-located at 68.5
degrees East and that represents South Asia’s most
successful cable-distribution neighborhood. This satellite
will provide regional and international programmers with
complete C-band penetration of the South Asian cable
communities. IS-20 also will carry a Ku-band payload,
which will provide services into Africa and the Middle East
for enterprise networks and DTH services. The IS-20
satellite will launch in 2012.
The Intelsat 22 satellite, to be located at 72 degrees
East, will increase C-and Ku-band capacity in the region
and address the growing opportunities for enterprise
networks, mobility and defense-related applications. This
satellite will also launch in 2012.
In addition to the fleet program, the Company
continues to invest in ground network infrastructure,
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expanding customer access to Intelsat’s Asia-Pacific
assets. An upgrade at the Paumalu Teleport in
Hawaii improved available fiber diversity and upgraded
the antenna facilities to expand accessibility and
redundancy on Pacific Ocean satellites, enhancing
services for media customers.

Proper installation and operations of ground VSAT and
satellite news gathering (SNG) systems is paramount to
reducing the occurrences of interference and achieving
these objectives. That is why Intelsat is providing free
training opportunities for its customers through the
Intelsat Interference Management Initiative (I3).

Intelsat also expanded its Network Broadband Managed
services, adding hubs at KT’s teleport facilities in South
Korea. Likewise, the teleport infrastructure at Fuchsstadt,
Germany, provides access to the Indian Ocean region,
and Riverside and Napa, California, teleports to provide
access to the Pacific Ocean region for media and
network-services applications.

Last year, Intelsat purchased an online coursework
series from the Global VSAT Forum (GVF) and
BeaconSeek programs. Training is offered, on a
complimentary basis, to customers. The goal is to have
1,200 customers complete the course over the next
three years. Many customers have taken advantage of
this offer and, since completing their online training, are
applying the lessons learned and encouraging others to
take advantage of this opportunity.

Also expanded is the ground infrastructure within other
parts of the region. KT Corporation is hosting two new
Intelsat Network Broadband hubs, providing Intelsat
access to KT’s teleport facilities in South Korea —
effectively expanding the managed-services portfolio
to KT’s growing customer base. The Intelsat services
include Internet Trunking, Network Broadband and
International Private Line. Intelsat also works with Reach
in Hong Kong and Australia for regional presence and
termination of traffic.

Protecting The Satellite Spectrum
As the pre-commit campaigns continue on the new
satellites, and determine customers’ future distribution
needs, Intelsat is also leading technical initiatives to
protect the fixed satellite services (FSS) spectrum.
Continued vigilance is necessary to protect FSS
spectrum from encroachment by competing technologies.
C-band spectrum is vital for video, voice and data
transmission services. The use of satellite spectrum by
competing technologies can result in interference that
would interrupt program broadcasts and critical network
services for governments and corporations.
Intelsat customers continue to state that Radio Frequency
Interference (RFI) is the single most important service
issue relative to the use of satellite services. By reducing
instances of interference, customers can protect
revenue and avoid costly service outages. In working
with customers to reduce the causes of interference, a
shared objective is to maintain the quality and reliability of
satellite communications.
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Future Holds Promise
The Asia-Pacific region holds tremendous promise
for Intelsat and all other major satellite operators.
Satellite’s critical role in ensuring business productivity
and media growth has never been stronger. Expect
mobile applications to continue to see dynamic growth
over the coming years. Mobility will include delivering
content and network services to aircraft, trains, ships,
and automobiles. Military communications and maritime
services are business sectors where satellite technology
will continue to be an integral component of the
transmission chain. Mobile backhaul also will continue
to be a key service area for satellite — complementing
cellular and wireless networks as they expand their grid
to include larger coverage areas.
About the Author
David Ball has served as
Intelsat’s Regional Vice
President, Asia-Pacific since
2003. He is responsible for
the management of Intelsat’s
sales and marketing activities
throughout the region. This
includes overseeing Intelsat sales
offices in Beijing, Hong Kong,
Mumbai, Singapore, Sydney and
Tokyo. Mr. Ball has held senior
management positions in the
satellite communications industry
since 1995. Prior to that, he served as a
commissioned officer in the Royal Australian
Air Force, specializing in communications
system management.

Executive Spotlight
Jacob Keret
V.P. Marketing and Sales, Starling Advanced Communications

Jacob Keret is an experienced business and technical manager with
extensive expertise in satellite communications. Prior to joining Starling,
Jacob co-founded Spacecom Satellite Communication Services, service
provider of Amos satellites, and served nine years as VP marketing and
sales, building the company into a leading position in several European
markets.
Previously, he held the position of marketing manager in the MBT Division,
Space Directorate of Israel Aircraft Industries. During his tenure, Jacob
handled the successful negotiation with a European partner to launch a
communication satellite. Earlier, as a space systems engineer in the same
division, he was responsible for satellite trajectory planning and performance analysis.
Jacob holds a B.Sc. in aeronautics and space engineering from the Technion–Israeli
Institute of Technology and an MBA from Tel Aviv University.
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Mr. Keret, why did you decide to enter the field of space
systems technology? Was such your initial plan when you
were entering the Israel Institute of Technology?

Jacob Keret

Ever since I was a child, I remember being interested in
aircraft and space. My studies in the Technion, focusing
on aeronautical and space engineering, were a natural
extension of this interest.

SM

When you were with Spacecom, prior to joining Starling,
your work involved the launching of the Amos-1, Amos-2
and Amos-3 satellites. With such critical responsibilities,
what did you learn from these projects that has helped
you gain additional insight into your work for Starling?

Jacob Keret

Due to the huge capital investments required, the
space industry is very conservative, placing strong
emphasis on risk mitigation for both technical and

commercial risks. In addition, the sales cycle is
typically medium to long term, requiring management
understanding and support throughout the process.
The same patience and passion that helped Spacecom
succeed in the space market are today applied in
Starling – where our sales cycles are also lengthy.
Leveraging these principles, Starling has built its
reputation as a company committed to success in the
long run.

SM

Would you please explain to our readers the corporate
mission of Starling?

Jacob Keret

Starling’s mission is to enable faster, more reliable
and more efficient on-the-move SATCOM broadband
connectivity — in the air, on land and at sea. What this
means in non-marketing speak is that our SATCOM
antenna systems are more reliable, more efficient, and
more user-friendly. The flat-panel Ku band antennas offer
the highest performance in terms of EIRP and G/T which
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ensures high bi-directional quality and high bit rates
worldwide, including complete coverage over transatlantic
and equatorial routes for our air systems.
However, what truly makes Starling unique, in my view,
is that we’ve successfully applied our core technology
to enable SATCOM broadband for any mobile platform
under tough environmental conditions.

SM

How does Starling compete upon the global scene, given
their size as opposed to larger firms?

Jacob Keret

We make no secret of that fact that we’re a small
company, nor of the fact that we have a very strong
financial base in our primary backers Elron, Rafael,
and Elbit Systems. We actually view our size as an
advantage, especially in a market dominated by megaplayers. Unlike our competitors, we can provide clients
with a more personal, tailored, and flexible approach to
product customization and integration.

SM

What has caused such huge interest, worldwide, in
mobile, Ku-band, broadband connectivity?

Jacob Keret

First off, as you know, broadband connectivity is today
a given, not a luxury. So, for one, it’s a simple matter of
market expectations. An airline or rail service provider
without broadband connectivity is at a disadvantage
vis-à-vis competitors. An army unit unable to provide
up-to-the-minute updates is at a tactical, possibly
strategic, disadvantage.
Regarding the Ku-band, it is simply the most mature,
viable, and efficient option — and is widely recognized as
the best option for military and civilian communications.
It provides global broadband coverage, worldwide
availability on any travel route with no downtime, and
is less costly than other frequencies like L-band. In
addition, satellite and ground stations already exist, and
new satellites are launched regularly.
Ku-band pipelines, operating in the 10.7 to 14.5GHz band,
provide higher data throughput speeds of 2-5 Mbps-plus
for transmission and 10-30 Mbps for receipt. The satellite
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StarCar™
StarCar flat-panel vehicular SATCOM broadband
systems enable uncompromising, uninterrupted,
On-The-Move real-time video, voice and high-speed
data connectivity — in any terrain, off or on road, at
any speed.
For emergency, police, firefighting, search & rescue,
Homeland Security, broadcasters, and military
vehicles in the field — crucial moments without
communications can mean the difference between
mission success and failure. In any terrain, off or
on road, at any speed, anywhere on the globe —
when uninterrupted, high-speed connectivity is
mission-critical, rugged StarCar vehicular SATCOM
broadband systems deliver.
With a unique flat-panel design, StarCar sets new
standards in compact size and weight, while still
offering outstanding communications performance.
Even in the most remote locations, StarCar enables
true infrastructure-independent multi-megabyte data
connectivity — ideal for streaming video, voice and
high-speed data transfer. Leveraging the Ku band
spectrum, StarCar features ultra-fast acquisition
anywhere on the globe, seamless tracking and
exceptional transponder efficiency that makes service
interruptions a thing of the past, while still keeping
satellite communications costs in check.
Lightweight and versatile, low profile StarCar
systems are easily and quickly installed on any
vehicle — with only a single connection between
external antenna and in-vehicle systems. Leveraging
Starling’s patented Coherent Multi-Panel Antenna
(CoMPA™) technology, StarCar systems are easilymaintained and self-contained — with all electronics
housed inside the antenna itself.

Executive Spotlight
capacity of a single Ku transponder can be between
36-72Mbps. A single satellite can provide an average of 1-2
Gbps, which means that the bit rate would be approximately
2-8 Mbit. Moreover, the bit rate and cost can change
according to system performance and demand by simply
adding or reducing the number of transponders used.

SM

What market segments is Starling focusing on for
implementation of your broadband solutions?

segmentation, the hottest segment at the moment is
vehicular systems, especially those well-suited to first
responders and broadcasting needs. In the mid-term,
it’s clear that the military and government sectors are
deeply interested in BOTM. Much of the existing base
of government-launched satellites are limited in the
bandwidth they can provide. The supplier who can deliver
a cost-effective option to either better exploit existing
bandwidth, or a viable and secure alternative using these
satellites will be a step ahead.

Jacob Keret

We’ve decided on a multipronged approach in our
marketing efforts — which
is also unique in our
market, I believe. Since
we see a growing demand
from civilian, government
(especially first responders)
and military for SATCOM
broadband on-the-move
— we’ve made certain
our products suit the
basic criteria for all these
markets. This has allowed
us tremendous flexibility
in effectively approaching
each market bringing to the
table advantages uniquely
suited to a given market.

SM

Mr. Keret, how do you see
this market expanding
over the coming year? And
what is Starling’s future
involvement in the BOTM
(what we call Broadband
On The Move) line?

Jacob Keret

I think the fact that we’re
seeing such a flood of
mobile satellite launches
confirms the BOTM
market is poised for rapid
expansion. In terms of
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SM

StarPack is an intriguing, portable fly-away system...
exactly what features does it posses, and who are the
target markets for this offering?

Jacob Keret

We developed StarPack to solve a very specific need —
the need for an airline-checkable, yet highly reliable and
powerful — fly-away system for intelligence, reporting,
combat support, executives, special missions, and
homeland security. What really differentiates StarPack
from other offerings is the flat-panel design, which
is the basis, of course, of all our products. But here,
for situations where no peripherals or wind-catching
parabolic antennas can be tolerated, the flat panel
technology really shines. We’re talking about a fullyfeatured, all-in-one package portable SATCOM
broadband system, containing antenna panel,
positioner, RF units, and amplifier, in a 21kg (46 lb)
package the size of your average rolling carry-on.
In fact, the civilian version of the product actually
comes in a case with wheels. This streamlined
architecture enables simpler positioning, faster setup,
easy acquisition, and low maintenance — without
compromising on communications quality.

SM

How should potential customers select an antenna
system? What are the basic elements to ensure all are
present, and how does Starling meet those expectations?

Jacob Keret

I think today’s clients expect a powerful product in a small
package. When choosing an antenna, clients shouldn’t
choose function over form, or vice-versa. One of the
greatest challenges facing the SATCOM broadband
market today is the size issue. There are many antennas
on the market that deliver top-tier connectivity, but
are simply too heavy or bulky. The guiding principle
at Starling — and what I would suggest to anyone
looking for a SATCOM broadband system — is simple:
no compromise. We asked our engineers to create a
product that delivers uncompromising power, functionality,
or reliability, all within an uncompromisingly compact and
lightweight package. And they did. And that’s the primary
advantage we bring to the market today.
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StarPack™
When standard communications break down or
are unavailable — the airline-checkable StarPack
fly-away SATCOM broadband system offers ultrafast deployment and acquisition, together with
uncompromising reliability.
With no clumsy peripheral components or windcatching parabolic antennas, the StarPack all-in-one
fly-away SatCom broadband system delivers
industry-leading portable connectivity — in a gamechanging package.
For intelligence, reporting, combat support,
executive travel, special missions, or Homeland
Security — in even the most remote location, under
the most demanding conditions, when standard
communications break down or are unavailable –
StarPack enables uninterrupted real-time streaming
video, voice, and high-speed data connectivity.
The StarPack is rugged, lightweight, and powerful .
Leveraging Starling’s patented Coherent MultiPanel Antenna (CoMPA™) technology, StarPack’s
unique flat-panel pivoting Ku-band antenna delivers
outstanding communications performance with a
very low profile.
Suitable for airline carry-on, StarPack weighs only
21kg (46 lb) in a single fully ruggedized, selfcontained package containing antenna panel,
positioner, RF units, and amplifier. This all-in-one
architecture enables simpler positioning, faster
setup, easy acquisition, and low maintenance —
with no compromise on communications quality.

SatBroadcasting

GlobeCast... A Fashion Plate In Asia
A subsidiary of France Telecom/Orange, GlobeCast is a leading provider of
media management and global content delivery services for broadcasters and
content creators around the globe. With a secure fiber and satellite network
connected to dozens of teleports, technical operations centers, and points-ofpresence worldwide, GlobeCast manages and transports millions of hours of
video and other rich media each year.
GlobeCast works with all the actors in the
audiovisual chain from production companies to
broadcasters, retail organizations, cinema chains
and more. The company provides on-site service
from major news and sporting events for coverage
in SD, HD and 3D. GlobeCast is also an expert in
international television markets, and works with new
and established broadcasters to reach and secure
distribution with leading pay TV operators around
the world.

Three examples include the Company’s recent
multi-year agreement with Fashion|One TV, a
new fashion entertainment channel owned by
Los Angeles-based Bigfoot Entertainment.
GlobeCast is providing playout and organization of
Fashion|One TV from its Parkview Square digital
hub in Singapore. The channel’s signal is then
delivered from Singapore via GlobeCast’s global
fiber network to its Hong Kong teleport in Chaiwan
for uplink to the AsiaSat-3S satellite, which offers
excellent coverage of East Asia and South Asia.
The channel produces its own original content, such
as reality shows and movies in its facilities both in
the U.S. and in Asia.
Fashion|One TV and GlobeCast have also entered
into an exclusive channel distribution partnership for
territories in Asia. As its sole distributor, GlobeCast’s
Content Aggregation and Acquisition (CAD)
team will represent Fashion|One TV’s content on
various Pay-TV platforms including DTH, IPTV,
Cable, SMATV, MMDS, hotels, online and mobile.
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Asia’s No. 1 sports content provider, ESPN STAR
Sports has chosen GlobeCast as its technical
broadcast partner to deliver world-class cricket of
the ICC World Twenty20 from the West Indies to the
rest of the world.
As the International Cricket Council’s global
distribution and broadcast partner, ESPN STAR
Sports (ESS) needed a flawless hybrid satellite/
fiber solution to broadcast all the games to rights
holders across the world in the highest quality, and
GlobeCast was chosen as the best provider of this
solution. Close to 40 broadcast and syndication
partners of ESPN STAR Sports will show the action
in over 181 territories across the world.
GlobeCast is deploying engineers at each of the
three venues: Providence Stadium in Guyana,
Beausejour Stadium in St. Lucia, and Kensington
Oval in Barbados. Additionally, GlobeCast provides
a 24-hour satellite booking center and help desk
during live transmission.
The GlobeCast Backbone Network deploys a
diverse, cost-effective and secure fiber path for the
transmission of the world feed as well as a unilateral
feed for ESPN STAR Sports.
For the world feed, the signal is sent from the
various locations in the West Indies to GlobeCast’s
partner teleport in London, where it is uplinked to
several international satellites reaching audiences
in North America, Western Europe, South Africa,
Oceania, Middle East and Asia.

SatBroadcasting
For ESPN STAR Sports’ unilateral path, GlobeCast
downlinks the feed in London and sends the signal
directly via fiber to GlobeCast in Singapore for
uplink. An SNG in New Delhi then downlinks the
feed and routes it to ESPN STAR Sports facilities in
India for additional production before ingesting into
its networks.
The ICC World Twenty20 is comprised of 27
men’s matches, all being covered live by ESPN
STAR Sports from April 30th to May 16th.
Additionally, the Women’s semi finals and the
final are beamed across the world, giving similar
exposure to women’s Twenty20 cricket worldwide.
Additionally, Japan International Broadcasting
Inc., NHK’s channel distribution arm, has entered
into an agreement with GlobeCast’s CAD division
for consultancy services. GlobeCast has been
appointed by JIB as its agent to assist in the
distribution of NHK World TV (in SD and HD), and
NHK World Premium in the Asian territory.

GlobeCast will provide market intelligence to
JIB for the broadcast market within the territory
and provide advice on any associated regulatory
matters. GlobeCast will research distribution and
revenue opportunities for the channels throughout
the territory and, at JIB’s request, will enable
connections with potential targeted DTH/Cable/IPTV
carriers and hotels in the specified country.
NHK World TV is NHK’s news and lifestyle channel
entirely in English, while NHK WORLD PREMIUM
is NHK’s channel for Japanese expatriates living
overseas, with most of the programming provided
in Japanese.

AsiaSat-3S
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Product Uplink

Vizada’s SkyFile® Video
Powered by ClipWay®
SkyFile® Video is an enhanced software application that allows you to
capture, compress, edit and transmit video files over IP satellite terminals, no
matter your location. Easy to use and offering a variety of versatile features,
including a video editing tool, SkyFile Video from Vizada delivers the ultimate
in video transmission performance and reliability.

Based on SeaMobile Europe’s ClipWay software
application, SkyFile Video is part of the portfolio of
Vizada Solutions™.
SkyFile Video is the ideal solution for sending
videos over satellite terminals such as BGAN,
FleetBroadband, SwiftBroadband, Iridium
OpenPort, ThurayaIP and xDSL. A new
editing capability developed by SeaMobile
Europe makes SkyFile Video a complete
video application.
»» Powerful: Enables to capture, edit,
compress and transmit videos using
maximum bandwidth to send broadcast
quality video files
»» All-in-one: The editing function turns the
software into a complete tool enabling
mobile workers to create as well as
transmit videos in a few clicks
»» Seamless: Provides seamless FTP
access which can be fully managed via
web interface, including private & public
folder — obtain best quality service with
one infrastructure
»» Secure: Benefit from secure transmission
protocol. Files are saved when
transmission has been interrupted.
»» Cost-effective: Highly efficient
compression codec standards ensure
high level of compression.
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»» Simple: Allows you to record video directly from a
DVCam or analog camera with converter.

Product Uplink
Reliable + Efficient

With SkyFile Video sending video files from any place to
anywhere in the world is easy and often more efficient
and quicker than placing a phone call or dispatching
additional field staff to a remote site. SkyFile Video
provides a unique solution tailored to meet the
requirements of a wide range of users, including NGO
correspondents, government and military units, and
the maritime industry. The transmission protocol is
completely secure and reliable. If disconnection occurs
during transmission, your data will be saved. Automatic
reconnection is initiated until the transmission is
entirely complete. Even if your video transmission is not
completed, a recipient can still play the video files.
Easy to install and easy to use, SkyFile Video does not
require IT knowledge or any other technical
competences. In a few clicks mobile workers such as
engineers, maintenance officers or NGO aid workers,
equipped with a computer, any video source and a
communication link can easily capture, edit, compress
and send videos from anywhere on the globe.
There are no investment or maintenance costs
associated with having your FTP service, as it is provided
free of cost by Vizada. The SkyFile Video server is
hosted on our SkyFile® Access, which offers you
dedicated FTP space that can be managed remotely
via web interface or FTP Client software. Together with
SkyFile Video, it provides you a complete and seamless
video service.

»» Compatible with TCP/IP services such as Inmarsat
BGAN, FleetBroadband, SwiftBroadband, Iridium
OpenPort™ and ThurayaIP, as well as with ISDN
connections such as Inmarsat GAN and Fleet
services. This version also offers the import of video
files and the email preview features.
To use SkyFile Video powered by ClipWay, you will
need a PC with client-software installed and a minimum
requirement of:
- Pentium Centrino 1.5 Ghz
- RAM of 2048 Mbytes
- XGA display
- Hard disk of 80 Gbytes
- IEEE1394 Plug (Firewire)
- Ethernet adapter or WiFi adapter
- Windows Media Player 11
- Windows XP SP3
»» Video source such as DV, DVCam or an analog
camera with converter
»» Communication link such as Inmarsat BGAN,
FleedBroadband, SwiftBroadband, Fleet 77/55, GAN,
Iridium OpenPort™, ThurayaIP or xDSL
»» Compression protocol: WM9
To register as a SkyFile® Video user and to download
the software, please contact Vizada Customer Care.

The high level of compression is one of the most
important benefits of the software. It uses encoded
Windows Media 9 file, encapsulated in Microsoft WMV
file format, or PAL or NTSC standard. Customers
can select among four compression pre-setting rates
provided by the software.
Vizada’s SkyFile Video works across most mobile
satellite systems, including Inmarsat, Iridium, and
Thuraya IP based terminals. SkyFile Video is even
flexible enough to use over xDSL for even greater
cost-savings. SkyFile Video powered by ClipWay is
available in two versions:
»» ClipWay: compatible with TCP/IP services such as
Inmarsat BGAN, FleetBroadband, SwiftBroadband,
Iridium OpenPort™ and ThurayaIP.
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Surely, The Best of Times...

Despite Concerns, 2009 Was A Good Year For Space
author: Elliot Holokauahi Pulham, Chief Executive Officer, Space Foundation

“It was the best of times, it was the worst of times, it was the age of wisdom,
it was the age of foolishness, it was the epoch of belief, it was the epoch of
incredulity, it was the season of Light, it was the season of Darkness, it was
the spring of hope, it was the winter of despair . . .”
Charles Dickens - A Tale of Two Cities

Given the gnashing of teeth
surrounding the FY11 budget
proposal for NASA, one could
suspect that the tumult signals
the “winter of our despair” in the
space community. But that would
be to color the entire global space
enterprise based upon a single
agency that accounts for only 7.2
percent of the action. The global
space economy grew by about that
Elliot Holokauahi
Pulham, CEO
much (7 percent) in 2009, with U.S.
government spending up 11 percent
and spending by other governments up 22 percent.
Significantly, the commercial satellite sector continues
to be the primary driver for the global space economy,
with commercial satellite services and infrastructure
accounting for 67 percent of the industry’s 2009
worldwide revenues of $261.6 billion. Spending on
commercial space infrastructure was $83.6 billion, while
revenues from commercial satellite operations increased
8 percent to $90.5 billion.
These data come from the Space Foundation’s The
Space Report 2010: the Authoritative Guide to Global
Space Activity, which was released a few weeks ago in
conjunction with our 26th National Space Symposium.
This is the fifth year we’ve published The Space Report.
During those five years, which include a significant period
of global economic recession, the worldwide space
economy grew a whopping 40 percent.
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Surely, The Best of Times

The Space Foundation has a global mission: To advance
space-related endeavors to inspire, enable and propel
humanity. Looking across the vast global spacescape,
certainly we are in a “spring of hope.” For example:
»» Space agencies around the world are increasing
their budgets — ESA by 18.5 percent, Germany
by 26 percent, India by 21 percent, and Russia by
a whopping 95 percent.
»» The increasing integration of satellite services
and terrestrial services, most notably the
proliferation of GPS chipsets in handheld and
automotive products, will continue to drive
and accelerate growth in ground equipment
manufacturing and demand for satellite capacity.
»» The increasing demand on telecommunications
satellites, and the need to replace aging
satellite fleets, will bolster both the satellite
manufacturing and launch sectors.
»» Construction of a new launch center on Hainan
Island, and the announcement of firm flight
plans and milestones leading to the on-orbit
assembly of a new 30-ton Space Station,
are clear signals that China will continue to
bring an ever-increasing portfolio of space
capabilities to the international community.
»» India’s commitment to developing human
spaceflight systems, coupled with the
investments being made by entrepreneurial
companies such as SpaceX, send encouraging

Beam
signals that worldwide, our capabilities to send
humans into space will continue to diversify.
»» The growth of space capabilities in South
America (particularly Brazil), and the plans
by the Google-backed satellite company 03B
to bring space capabilities to underserved
regions of the southern hemisphere, will have
important, positive socio-political and economic
impact that will likely grow the global space
economy further.
»» The large number of space company mergers
and acquisitions in 2009, despite the very
constrained capital markets, helped space
companies fill gaps in capabilities, products,
services and technology. The
average deal size increased from
less than $100 million in 2008 to
more than $115 million in 2009,
and many factors suggest M&A
activity will continue unabated,
largely driven by the financial
strength of the industry.

(including the Space Foundation providing
encouraging testimony to Parliament)
established a Ministry-level United Kingdom
Space Agency, to formalize and advance Britain’s
global involvement in space.
This flurry of forward momentum in the international
space community was certainly reflected at the National
Space Symposium — where featured speakers included
Paul Weissenberg, Ph.D., a director of the European
Commission; Wang Wenbao, director general of
the China Manned Space Engineering Office; Air
Commodore Mark Ashwell, UKRAF (Retired); and
Major General Yáng Lìwěi, China’s first man in space.
In all, more than 20 nations were represented at the

»» Important astronomy investments
will continue to advance the
frontiers of science and engage
the public, including an upgraded
Hubble Space Telescope, and site
selections for North America’s
Thirty Meter Telescope (Mauna
Kea, Hawai’i) and Europe’s 42
meter telescope (Chile).
»» The global orbital launch rate in
2009 nearly matched the record
high of 2000, when 85 launches
took place. 2009 saw 78 orbital
launches, carrying 111 payloads
from 17 different spaceports
around the planet. Russia led
with 29 launches using seven
different launch vehicles.
»» Several commercial spaceflight
companies reached milestones,
unveiling new hardware and
undertaking flight tests.
»» The United Kingdom, after more
than a year of deliberations
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Symposium, including official delegations from China
and Poland, and an industry delegation from China.
In the U.S., of course, there were successes as well.
The Ares I-X test vehicle was successfully launched
from Kennedy Space Center and was quickly named
one of the top inventions of 2009. Virgin Galactic’s
White Knight 2 began a rigorous, and successful, flight
test program. United Launch Alliance continued a
perfect launch record, and recently completed its 40th
consecutive successful launch since its formation.
The Space Shuttle orbiter continued to fly safely,
including a spectacular servicing mission to the Hubble
Space Telescope that will extend the life and capability
of that venerable instrument (the Space Foundation
awarded that mission with its prestigious Space
Achievement Award, presented at the 26th National
Space Symposium). Ground was broken at Spaceport
America in New Mexico.
The presence of water ice on the Earth’s Moon was
definitively confirmed (the definitive mission, LCROSS,
was honored by the Space Foundation with the John
L. “Jack” Swigert, Jr., Award for Space Exploration,
also presented at the National Space Symposium).
More Earth-like “Goldilocks Planets” in deep space
were discovered.

An Age Of What?

Make no mistake: the proposed cancellation of the
Constellation program and redirection of NASA
exploration resources raises questions about the
agency’s future, and casts a shadow of doubt
about continued U.S. leadership in space.
Whether Americans come to view this time as
an “age of wisdom” or an “age of foolishness”
remains to be seen. (I’ve said all I have to say on
the subject.)
The View from Here is that the data in The Space
Report 2010 are clear. 2009 was, for global space
activity, “the best of times.” With space activity
accelerating around the globe, 2010 could yet
prove to be another “spring of hope.”
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A Case In Point

Racing With The Sun...

author: Morten Rishøj, Market Development Manager, Land Business Unit, Thrane & Thrane

3021 kilometres. 8 Days. 40 Cars. No fossil fuel. How Thrane & Thrane
helped a German university team enter two cutting-edge cars into the
world’s leading sustainable vehicle race, the World Solar Challenge…
The 10th World Solar Challenge, which occurred
from October 25th to 31st, 2009, is a grueling race that
traces a path across Australia from Darwin to Adelaide.
It is the original solar vehicle race and the unofficial
‘world championships’, so is a proving ground for the
solar power technology development of universities,
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corporations, and even high schools from across the
world. The 3021 km course showcases the ingenuity of
the teams involved, not least the Bochum University of
Applied Sciences Solar Team, who’s Solarworld No 1
and BOcruiser cars finished 9th and 12th, respectively.
As the only team in the race with two cars on the course,

A Case In Point
reliable communication was particularly important to
Bochum and, with the lack of GSM and 3G coverage
in central Australia, the team selected EXPLORER
terminals from Thrane & Thrane and BGAN services
by Inmarsat, for reliable Internet connectivity and voice
calling during the race.
Bochum’s communication requirement was two-fold.
First, and foremost, the team’s meteorologist would
need access to detailed weather information whilst the
communications officer required Internet and voice to
update the race blog and provide press information.
These applications are proven, common EXPLORER
uses and the team was confident EXPLORER would
perform well during the race.
“We needed Internet access and a satellite telephone.
EXPLORER has both in one package, so was the ideal
choice for us,” says Philip Rösler, communications
engineering student, Bochum University of Applied
Sciences Solar Car Team. “In action it was very easy to
use. We stored the EXPLORERs in the chase car, which
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A Case In Point
is the command & control vehicle and because they are
so easy to set-up, we had Internet and voice quickly
available at every control stop.”

Incredible Performance
In bright sunlight, the six square meters of solar cells
aboard Solarworld No 1 produce the power a blow-dryer
uses, but due to its award winning efficient design, this
is enough to hit speeds of up to 85 km/h. By using the
energy stored in the rechargeable batteries, she will
reach top speed of 125 km/h. This incredible performance
requires the application of all facets of the engineering
profession: Teamwork, project management, intercultural
perspectives and last but not least, the fascination of
modern technology.
However, there is one element that both Solarworld No
1 and BOcruiser need more than anything, and that is
sunlight. Which is why the job of Bochum’s meteorologist
is vital to the success of the team and the cars. “We had
a supporting meteorologist with us for the whole race,
whose job was to provide a weather forecast for the
following 72 hours on his computing cluster in Austria,”
explains Phillip. “We downloaded that forecast in the
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morning and at every control stop, to ensure that we had
the latest weather data. This allowed us to change our
approach and driving strategy according to how much
and how strong the sunlight would be.”
To tackle a course of 3021 km using only sunlight for
power, there must be an efficient balance between power
resources and consumption. This is achieved through
using telemetry from the race car and accurate, up to the
minute weather and sunlight forecasts. This combined
data allows the team to change their driving strategy on
the fly to suit the current conditions and the conditions
based on the forecast. Without EXPLORER, Bochum
would not have had access to the weather forecast, so
in combination with sophisticated software, EXPLORER
was a vital tool for the team’s meteorologist.

On-The-Move
Philip reports that EXPLORER and BGAN were
reliable for everything the team needed during this
challenging race.
“We used it for a variety of applications, including
uploading texts and photos to our official race blog,

A Case In Point
Thrane & Thrane, through it’s Australian
distributor AST, also supported a team made
up of students from Damascus College,
Ballarat, Victoria, who designed and built
their own solar powered bicycle for the
World Solar Challenge Event 2009.
Event organizers were keen to demonstrate
what could be done by students with
limited funds willing to work through their
lunch hours and with over 1,000,000 hits on
their website during the event, there is no
doubt these students rose to the challenge.
for downloading the computed weather report and for
reporting our position in the evening to the race officials.
Operation was reliable throughout the race, regardless
of what we were using EXPLORER for, which is very
impressive, considering the remoteness of some of the
locations we found ourselves working in. We would
definitely use EXPLORER and BGAN for our next
challenge,” adds Phillip.
The team has yet to decide where Solarworld No 1 and
BOcruiser will next race, but Philip pinpoints one change
he would make. “Next time, we would really like the
possibility to download weather forecasts when the chase
car is moving,” he says. Which is a requirement that
EXPLORER has been fulfilling with the EXPLORER 727
for military and media customers around the world for
some time now.
If Bochum enters the 11th World Solar Challenge in
2011, Philip may just get his wish of high quality, high
speed data on the move.
About the author
Morten Rishøj is Thrane & Thrane’s
Market Development Manager for the Land
Mobile Business Unit. He has 12 years
of experience within product lifecycle
management, marketing and sales and is
responsible for Thrane & Thrane’s highly
regarded land mobile product portfolio,
with focus on maintaining commercial
strategy, new product launches and
integrating customer requirements for
upgrades and new products.

A major contributing factor was the live
webcast coverage of the event through
some of the remotest terrain on earth, which
was made possible by Thrane & Thrane’s
EXPLORER 727 vehicular BGAN terminal.
Over 30 hours of live video was broadcast
without a hitch via the EXPLORER 727,
using background IP.
The team dubbed the project ‘Rode RAGE’,
with ‘RAGE’ standing for ‘Ride Against
Greenhouse Emissions’. Funds raised from
the event will go to sustainable energy and
food programs targeted at less fortunate
countries to highlight the link between
climate change and extreme poverty.
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A WISE Asteroid Encounter
Article courtesy of Science@NASA — author Dauna Coulter, editor Dr. Tony Phillips

Imagine you’re a Brontosaurus with your face in a
prehistoric tree top, munching on fresh leaves. Your
relatives have ruled planet Earth for more than 150
million years. Huge and strong, you feel invincible.
Well...

You’re Not!
Fast forward about 65 million years. A creature much
smaller and weaker dominates the Earth now, with brains
instead of brawn. Its brain is a lot larger relative to its body
size – plenty big enough to conceive a way to scan the
cosmos for objects like the colossal asteroid that wrought
the end of your kind.
The creature, is designed and built WISE, NASA’s Widefield Infrared Survey Explorer, to search for “dark” objects
in space like brown dwarf stars, vast dust clouds, and Earthapproaching asteroids. WISE finds them by sensing their

heat in the form of infrared light most other telescopes can’t
pick up.
“Our instrument is finding [dozens] of asteroids every
day that were never detected before,” says Ned Wright,
principal investigator for WISE, and a physicist at the
University of California in Los Angeles. “WISE is very
good at this kind of work.”
Most of the asteroids WISE is finding are in the main
asteroid belt between Mars and Jupiter, but a fraction
of them are different — they’re the kind of Earthapproaching asteroids that send shivers all the way down
a Brontosaurus’ spine.
“WISE has only been in orbit for about three months, but
we’ve already found a handful of asteroids classified as
‘potentially hazardous,’ including one seen in 1996 but
lost until re-observed by WISE. To be named ‘potentially
hazardous,’ an asteroid’s orbit has to pass within about 5
million miles of Earth’s orbit. One of our discoveries’ orbit
will cross Earth’s orbit less than 700,000 miles away.”

An artist’s concept of NASA’s Wide-field Infrared
Survey Explorer (WISE).

On the next page, two graphics present a blink
comparison that shows why infrared wavelengths are
so good for asteroid hunting. It’s a patch of sky in the
constellation Taurus photographed at two different
times by the infrared Spitzer Space Telescope.
The two frames are correctly aligned; the objects
are moving because they are asteroids. At thermal
infrared wavelengths, most of the bright objects in the

Insight
plane of the solar system
are space rocks.
WISE tracks each
potentially hazardous nearEarth object (NEO) it finds
every three hours for up to
30 hours and then produces
a “short track” predicting
where it will be for the next
few weeks. The WISE team
sends all of this information
to the NASA-funded Minor
Planet Center in Boston.
They post it on a publicly
available NEO confirmation
page, where scientists and
amateur astronomers
alike can continue to track
the asteroid.
The asteroid that is
thought to have wiped out
the dinosaurs was big —
about 6 miles or 10 km in
diameter. The chances of a
similar hit in modern times
are almost non-existent,
but that doesn’t mean
we’re out of the woods.
Smaller asteroids are fairly
common, and they could
do damage, too, in the
rare event of impacting the
Earth. As recently as 1908,
for instance, an asteroid
some tens of meters
across exploded over
Tunguska, Russia, wiping
out eight hundred square
miles of remote forest.
“Regional damage from a
small asteroid strike can be
very serious indeed,” says
Wright. “We need to keep
surveying the skies to find
these NEOs and precisely
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measure their orbits. If we can find the really dangerous
asteroids early enough, we might have time to figure out
how to deal with them.”
Many telescopes on Earth are already searching. Notable
programs include LINEAR, the Catalina Sky Survey and
others. Working together over the years they have found
more than a thousand potentially hazardous asteroids.
WISE’s contribution to the total will be impressive.
Between now and late October, when the mission is
slated to end, Wright estimates the observatory will find a
hundred thousand asteroids, mostly in the main belt, and
hundreds of near Earth objects. Those are numbers even
a Brontosaurus could appreciate.
A new infrared image from NASA’s Wide-field
Infrared Survey Explorer, or WISE, showcases
the Tadpole nebula (below), a star-forming
hub in the constellation Auriga about 12,000
light-years from Earth. This Tadpole region
is chock-full of stars with ages as young as
only a million years — infants in stellar terms
— and masses over ten times that of our Sun.
It is called the Tadpole nebula because the
masses of hot young stars are blasting out
ultraviolet radiation that has etched the gas
into two tadpole-shaped pillars, called Sim 129
and Sim 130. These “tadpoles” appear as the
yellow squiggles near the center of the frame.
The knotted regions at their heads are likely
to contain new young stars. WISE’s infrared
vision is helping to ferret out hidden stars
such as these.

NASA’s Wide-field Infrared Survey
Explorer, or WISE, has spotted its first
never-before-seen near-Earth asteroid,
the first of hundreds it is expected to find
during its mission to map the whole sky
in infrared light. There is no danger of the
newly discovered asteroid hitting Earth.
The near-Earth object, designated 2010
AB78, was discovered by WISE Jan. 12.
The mission’s sophisticated software
picked out the moving object against a
background of stationary stars. As WISE
circled Earth, scanning the sky above,
it observed the asteroid several times
during a period of one-and-a-half days
before the object moved beyond its view.
Researchers then used the University of
Hawaii’s 2.2-meter (88-inch) visible-light
telescope near the summit of Mauna Kea
to follow up and confirm the discovery.
The asteroid is currently about 158 million
kilometers (98 million miles) from Earth.
It is estimated to be roughly 1 kilometer
(0.6 miles) in diameter and circles the sun
in an elliptical orbit tilted to the plane of
our solar system. The object comes as
close to the Sun as Earth, but because of
its tilted orbit, it will not pass very close
to Earth for many centuries. This asteroid
does not pose any foreseeable impact
threat to Earth, but scientists will continue
to monitor it.
Near-Earth objects are asteroids and
comets with orbits that pass relatively close
to Earth’s path around the Sun. In extremely

rare cases of an impact, the objects may
cause damage to Earth’s surface. An
asteroid about 10 kilometers (6 miles) wide
is thought to have plunged into our planet
65 million years ago, triggering a global
disaster and killing off the dinosaurs.
Additional asteroid and comet detections
will continue to come from WISE. The
observations will be automatically sent to
the clearinghouse for solar system bodies,
the Minor Planet Center in Cambridge,
Mass., for comparison against the
known catalog of solar system objects. A
community of professional and amateur
astronomers will provide follow-up
observations, establishing firm orbits for
the previously unseen objects.
“This is just the beginning,” said
Ned Wright, the mission’s principal
investigator from UCLA. “We’ve got a fire
hose of data pouring down from space.”
On Jan. 14, the WISE mission began its
official survey of the entire sky in infrared
light, one month after it rocketed into a polar
orbit around Earth from Vandenberg Air
Force Base in California. By casting a wide
net, the mission will catch all sorts of cosmic
objects, from asteroids in our own solar
system to galaxies billions of light-years
away. Its data will serve as a cosmic treasure
map, pointing astronomers and telescopes,
such as NASA’s Spitzer Space Telescope and
the upcoming James Webb Space Telescope,
to the most interesting finds.
WISE is expected to find about 100,000
previously unknown asteroids in our
main asteroid belt, a rocky ring of debris
between the orbits of Mars and Jupiter.
It will also spot hundreds of previously
unseen near-Earth objects.
By observing infrared light, WISE will
reveal the darkest members of the nearEarth object population — those that don’t
reflect much visible light. The mission will
contribute important information about
asteroid and comet sizes. Visible-light

estimates of an asteroid’s size can be
deceiving, because a small, light-colored
space rock can look the same as a big, dark
one. In infrared, however, a big dark rock
will give off more of a thermal, or infrared
glow, and reveal its true size. This size
information will give researchers a better
estimate of how often Earth can expect
potentially devastating impacts.
“We are thrilled to have found our first
new near-Earth object,” said Amy Mainzer
of NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory in
Pasadena, Calif. Mainzer is the principal
investigator of NEOWISE, a program to
mine the collected WISE data for new
solar system objects. “Many programs
are searching for near-Earth objects using
visible light, but some asteroids are dark,
like pavement, and don’t reflect a lot of
sunlight. But like a parking lot, the dark
objects heat up and emit infrared light
that WISE can see.”
“It is great to receive the first of many
anticipated near-Earth object discoveries
by the WISE system,” said Don Yeomans,
manager of NASA’s Near-Earth Object
Program Office at JPL. “Analysis of the WISE
data will go a long way toward understanding
the true nature of this population.”
JPL manages the WISE mission for
NASA’s Science Mission Directorate,
Washington. The principal investigator,
Edward Wright, is at UCLA. The mission
was competitively selected under NASA’s
Explorers Program managed by the
Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt,
Md. The science instrument was built
by the Space Dynamics Laboratory,
Logan, Utah, and the spacecraft was
built by Ball Aerospace & Technologies
Corp., Boulder, Colo. Science operations
and data processing take place at the
Infrared Processing and Analysis Center
at the California Institute of Technology
in Pasadena. Caltech manages JPL for
NASA. The ground-based observations
are partly supported by the National
Science Foundation.
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A Case In Point

New World Connectivity,
Old World Winery
Tucked in the foothills of the Blue Ridge Mountains near historic Charlottesville,
Virginia, Horton Vineyards is an old-world Tudor winery where visitors can tour
vineyards and underground stone cellars, attend events, and sample up to 40
kinds of wine. Its secluded location in Gordonsville, however, means that Horton
Vineyards has no access to high-speed, landline Internet services. For five years
the business struggled with a slow dial-up Internet connection for important
daily tasks, such as credit card transactions, inventory maintenance, and email
marketing. Finally, in 2003, owner Dennis Horton discovered HughesNet® satellite
broadband service and decided to sign up because he simply couldn’t take the
delays and outages any longer.
Unlike landline solutions, HughesNet satellite
service does not rely on cable or phone wires. This
makes affordable broadband services available
to consumers and small businesses everywhere
in the U.S., regardless of geography, at speeds
comparable to DSL. The compact, outdoor antenna
just needs a clear view of the southern sky.
With HughesNet service, Horton can now process
customer transactions 10 times faster than dialup, making his business run more smoothly and
helping him prove that Virginia wineries can
compete with the world’s best.

The Right Grapes
Over the last 20 years, Horton, a viticulturist, has
successfully introduced grapes such as Viognier,
Norton, and Cabernet Franc to the State of
Virginia. He believes that the right grapes planted
in the right climate can produce outstanding,
world-class wines. A key part of Horton’s business
takes place in the vaulted-ceiling tasting room
where visitors sniff, swirl, and sip the latest
vintages, and purchase wines and accessories. A
typical Saturday at Horton Vineyards brings about
450 visitors, which can result in more than 250
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transactions that need to be conducted quickly
and efficiently. Horton started out in 1993 by
using dial-up Internet service, but soon found it
inadequate. “It was so slow we actually had people
walk away from the cash register,” said Horton. “It
was miserable.”
“If we do 250 credit card transactions in a day on
dial-up, it usually would take us 45 minutes to an
hour to close out the register. And if there was an
error in one of the transmissions, you had to start
from the beginning.”

Full-Bodied Upgrade
Fed up with the delays and lost customers, in
2008 Horton signed up for HughesNet satellite
broadband service to streamline his connection
to the world. With HughesNet, Horton has a highly
reliable, high-speed, always-on connection and he
is able to speed up cashless transactions as well
as safeguard customer information.
“As soon as we signed up with HughesNet, the
difference was amazing,” Horton said. “I can’t
stress enough the importance of fast broadband
service to handle transactions,” added Horton.

A Case In Point
“Thirty seconds may not seem very long until
you’re the one who wants to buy something
and there are 10 people waiting in line. With
HughesNet, it takes just a few seconds and we’re
on to the next customer.”
Horton also likes the fact that HughesNet service
is continually being improved, with notifications
of higher speed plans and new features to existing
customers whenever upgrades are available. As an
added bonus, closing out the point-of-sale system
at night now takes Horton’s staff just three or four
minutes to complete, compared to the 60 minutes
or more it took with dial-up.

“Even with the recent rainstorms, we haven’t had a
glitch with the system,” said Horton. “I don’t know
how businesses in rural areas survive without
HughesNet. It is truly the only acceptable service
that will handle the business situation we have in
our specific location.”
HughesNet offers a full suite of services designed
to help businesses like Horton Vineyards adapt to
their marketplace. With six plans to choose from
and download speeds ranging from 1 Mbps to 5
Mbps, HughesNet offers the highest speed satellite
Internet access available in North America.

The vineyard also uses its HughesNet service
for day-to-day tasks such as shipping, email
marketing to nearly 6,000 customers, inventory
management, and communications with
manufacturers and suppliers. But for Horton,
the most important thing is the credit card
transactions. “We needed to solve the credit card
transaction problem — and got all these other
goodies to go along with it.”

Better With Age
Today, Horton sells 20,000 to 30,000 cases of
wine per year and claims he can process credit
and debit card transactions 10 times faster than
he ever could with a dial-up connection. He
also recently upgraded to the HN9000 modem,
which operates over the advanced Hughes
SPACEWAY® 3 satellite, gaining even higher
speed and performance.
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On An Asia-Pacific Roll

Beam

APT Satellite Holdings
Announced on April 30th was the purchase of the Apstar 7B satellite
by APT Satellite Holdings from Thales Alenia Space, who is currently
building the Apstar 7 satellite. This purchase was made to ensure that,
should the Apstar 7 fail to enter viable service by mid-2012, a backup
bird will be at the ready to fill the void. The Apstar 7B will be launched
via an enhanced Chinese Long March rocket late in 2012 from China’s
Xichang Satellite Launch Center under a contract with China Great Wall
Industry Corporation (CGWIC). The deal is valued at
some 112.3 million euros ($148.7 million)
and includes a satellite control center. The
payload for the Apstar 7B will include
28 C- and 23 Ku-band transponders
aboard a Spacebus 4000 C2
platform. The Apstar 7, itself,
is a replacement for the older
Apstar 2R satellite and will
ease into the orbital slot at
76.5 degrees East.

Arianespace +
Intelsat
Arianespace has signed
a contract with Intelsat
to launch Intelsat 17.
The
launch
“Service
&
Solutions”
contract
calls for
the heavy-lift
Ariane 5 ECA to
place Intelsat 17 into
geostationary transfer
orbit at the end of 2010 from the European
Space Port in French Guiana. With a mass of nearly
5800 kg. at liftoff, Intelsat 17 will provide higher-performing capacity across Asia,
Russia, Europe and the Middle East from its orbital slot of 66 degrees East. This satellite
will also expand Intelsat’s C-band video distribution community in the Indian Ocean
region. Intelsat 17 will replace the Intelsat 702 satellite.
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Asia Broadcast Services

March was a busy month for Asia Broadcast
Satellite (ABS) — the Company signed a 3
year, multi-transponder
pre-launch contract with
ICS Technologies Iraq
for bandwidth capacity
on the ABS-2 satellite
that is scheduled to be
operational in 2012.
ICS Technologies will be leasing Ku-band
capacity on the MENA
beam and C-band
capacity on the West
Hemi beam to blanket
Africa for VSAT services
deployment. Another
firm signing on for ABS-2
capacity is the Intersputnik International
Organization of Space Communications
(Intersputnik), this time for a lifetime lease
of multiple Ku-band transponders on the
new Russia/CIS beam for DTH and video
services.

Asia Satellite
Telecommunications Company
Earlier this year, Asia Satellite
Telecommunications Company (AsiaSat)
made the announcement
that AsiaSat 2 would
have exclusive use by
Spacecom, the operator
of the AMOS satellite
fleet. AsiaSat 2 was
relocated from 100.5 degrees East to
17 degrees East and was subsequently
renamed AMOS-5i. The satellite will provide
a variety of SATCOM services to customers
in Africa until AMOS-5 is launched and
starts its services in mid-2011. AsiaSat has
been contracted by Spacecom to handle 5i
operations, Telemetry, Tracking and Control
(TT&C) services. Also of important note
is the fact that AsiaSat’s Chief Executive
Officer, Peter Jackson, will retire from that
position effective as of July 31st of 2010.
He will continue with the Company as
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Executive Chairman as
well as Executive Director,
with strategic involvement.
Taking his place as
the CEO will be William
Wade, who is AsiaSat’s
current Deputy Chief Executive Officer and
Executive Director. Then, also occurring
for AsiaSat is a capacity lease agreement
for AsiaSat 5 by Vietnam Television
Corporation. And AsiaSat 5C is being built
by Space Systems/Loral on their 1300 bus
and is scheduled to launch late in 2011. As
to its final orbital slot, such depends on the
market conditions at the time of that launch
and the satellite will either replace AsiaSat
3S at 105.5 degrees East, or head to
another slot to handle expanded business.

Boeing Defence Australia
Boeing Defence Australia, a wholly owned
subsidiary of The Boeing Company [NYSE:
BA], has announced the Modernised
High Frequency Communications System
(MHFCS) has completed testing and been
introduced into service
with the Australian
Defence Force (ADF).
Australia’s Defence Materiel
Organisation granted
Final System Acceptance on behalf of the
Commonwealth of Australia. Developed
under Joint Project 2043, the MHFCS
has been independently recognized as the
world’s most advanced high-frequency
communications system due to its levels of
automation and performance, long range
and clarity, traffic volume and connection
speed. Boeing plans to market the MHFCS
internationally and is discussing the system
with several potential customers.

Beam
C-COM Satellite Systems

C-COM Satellite Systems
Inc. has delivered an
initial number of iNetVu®
Mobile antenna systems
to Numix-Engineering
SDN BHD, its Malaysia
based reseller, for deployment by Post
Malaysia for that country’s first-of-its-kind,
Post-Automated-Machine (PAM) and Poston-Wheels, or mobile
post office. “PAM is
similar to a bank’s
ATM (automated teller
machine) but the first
of its kind that is integrated with postal
service. The response from the public has
been very encouraging and we plan to
deploy another 30 units of PAM this year.
Our target is to have a PAM in every post
office nationwide. It will run round-the-clock
in due course,” Post Malaysia chairman Tan
Sri Aseh Che Mat told a news conference.

CASBAA
Singapore’s future as a regional media
hub is under threat as a result of new
government rules for the pay-TV industry,
said the Cable & Satellite Broadcasting
Association of Asia (CASBAA), which
represents the interests of 130 content
producers, pay-TV platform operators and
equipment-and-service
suppliers across 16
Asian markets. According
to CASBAA, the latest
“Media Conduct Code”
mandates that key
Singapore pay-TV programming is shared
between cable operators StarHub and
SingTel, depriving content owners and
creators of their freedom to negotiate
contracts in a competitive market. “Most
importantly it is consumers who will be
the losers, with long-term access to a
whole generation of new video content
jeopardized,” said Simon Twiston Davies,
the CASBAA CEO. Ultimately, the new

regulations violate Singapore’s
international commitments
to the likes of the World Trade
Organisation (WTO) and
World Intellectual Property
Organisation (WIPO) copyright
agreements,” said CASBAA.
CASBAA also believes that if
providers cannot negotiate
free and fair contracts and conditions
in Singapore, the pace of investment in
creative content, additional channels and
technological advances (such as highdefinition TV and even 3-D TV content) could
be shut off.
“Over more than a decade, Singapore
has made the most notable progress in
the region when attracting international
content companies to the country,” said
Twiston Davies. “Yet the ‘cross-carriage
remedy’, insisting on the sharing of
high value programming, damages the
interests of every content owner and
distributor.” The regulations, introduced
on March 12th, encompass all types of
television programming, whether delivered
via traditional TV channels or Video on
Demand (VoD). If the new regulations are
implemented as announced, Singapore’s
investment environment as well as its
global reputation as a regional content
centre, will suffer.
Until now, Singapore has been viewed as a
“poster child” for open market regulation
based on the rights of all parties to contract
with whom they wish to engage. “However,
this time Singapore is providing a very
negative example to the rest of the region,”
said Twiston Davies. According to some
analysts, an alternative approach to further
regulating the local pay-TV market could
be to extend Singapore’s existing list of
“Category A” content such as the Olympic
Games and other public interest content that
must be made available to all consumers.
CASBAA noted that numerous domestic
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and international content producers
and distributors have established
regional headquarters in the country,
employing thousands of Singaporeans,
annually contributing millions of dollars
to the local economy. “We believe the
government and the regulator, the Media
Development Authority (MDA), have made
a serious miscalculation of the damage to
Singapore’s economic interests through
this excessively broad regulatory decision,”
said Twiston Davies. CASBAA reports that a
chorus of industry objections has already
been made to the MDA decrying the
circumvention of internationally-guaranteed
rights to freely negotiate distribution of TV
content in Singapore. “The new regulations
impose a form of ‘compulsory licensing’
that is not acceptable,” said Twiston Davies.
Meanwhile, consumer complaints about
multiple set-top boxes (STBs) required
to view some kinds of programming
will be resolved by the development
of a common-featured STB for Next
Generation Nationwide Broadband
Network, deployment of which has already
started. “This will render the new rules
unnecessary,” said Twiston Davies. “With
that in mind, there is no need to deprive the
entire content industry of its business rights
or consumers of a potentially vast range of
new programming.”
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China

China’s space authorities has added seven
new members to its astronaut crew, with
two women included
for the first time. As is
the norm for China, the
names of the second
batch of astronauts
were not disclosed.
Chinese space
authorities did reveal
Tiangong 1
in a press release that
the women are all aged
30 to 35, married,
and possess college
diplomas. The five
men are fighter pilots,
while the two women
fly transport aircraft
for the Chinese air
force. On average, they
have 1,270 hours of
Shenzhou
flight time each. China
spacecraft, image
is expected to launch
credit Simon Zajc
an unmanned space
module — Tiangong
1 — in the first half of 2011, according
to Xinhua News Agency. The Shenzhou 8
spacecraft will be launched in the second
half of 2011 to carry out the nation’s first
space docking, followed by the Shenzhou 9
and Shenzhou 10, which will be launched
in 2012 to dock with Tiangong 1. The seven
new additions are expected to replace
some of the first batch of 14 astronauts,
maintaining the “moderate scale” of China’s
crew. The two women will likely be trained to
become pilots of the spacecraft.
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Comba Telecom Systems

For Comba Telecom Systems Holdings
Limited of Hong Kong, good news in that,
for the first time, the
Company has honoured
for their excellence
in FinanceAsia’s 10th
annual Asia’s Top
Companies poll,
which recognizes top
companies in Hong
Kong and China for
their excellences in
management, corporate
governance, investor relations, corporate
social responsibility and other criteria.
More than 300 investors and analysts
from across Asia voted in each of the
categories. Comba secured winning places
in five categories, namely, “Best Mid-Cap”,
“Best Managed Company”, “Best Investor
Relations”, “Best Corporate Governance”
and “Most Committed to a Strong Dividend
Policy”, among top companies in China.

Consistel
At the start of 2010, Consistel, an
independent
service provider for
wireless and mobile
network solutions,
debuted ATRIUM, an
In-building wireless
enterprise software suite for managing
every process within the In-building wireless
network lifecycle. This powerful enterprise
software suite enables communication
and collaboration across organizations,
providing and monitoring real-time
information on all projects through accurate
analytics and intelligent
information processing.
ATRIUM encompasses
multiple capabilities and
features integrated into one
enterprise platform. The
fully integrated modules can
be combined to automate every process

within the In-building wireless value-chain,
or it may be customized to integrate only
those modules required immediately,
with the option to add more modules and
applications as needs expand.

Ericsson + Indosat
As part of a multi year project aimed to
enhance Indonesians’ mobile experience,
Indosat has
commissioned
Ericsson to modernize
its network and, at
the same time, has
launched Asia’s fastest mobile network,
based on Ericsson’s HSPA Evolution
technology, capable
of reaching up to
42Mbps. Indosat is
currently serving 39.1
million subscribers
in Indonesia. The modernization will not
only prepare the network to migrate to next
generation LTE technology, but it will also
gear it up with features that reduce energy
consumption and footprint, making the
network more environment friendly while
reducing operating costs. The sustainable
character of this network will be boosted
by a number of “green sites” powered by
alternative energy sources. As part of the
agreement, Ericsson will provide Indosat
with latest technology available: Radio Base
Station (RBS) 6000, MSS Blade Cluster, and
MINI-LINK TN. Network design, deployment,
training and support services are also part
of the agreement. The modernization will
provide Indosat with the flexibility to evolve
to next generation technology, known as LTE
(Long Term Evolution).
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Eutelsat Communications

Eutelsat and Euro1080 entered a new,
exclusive partnership designed to further
enrich the content of
Eutelsat’s 3D channel,
which is broadcast
across Europe via the
EUROBIRD™ 9A satellite.
Euro1080, with its TV
production company
Alfacam, will bring to the 3D channel their
experience of production and recording in
3D of sports events and concerts, as well
as their many technical resources and a
unique directory of more than 100 hours of
3D content that includes football, tennis,
boxing, cricket, documentaries and concerts.
Alfacam initiated its 3D strategy in 2007, and
since the end of 2009, has deployed a new,
outside broadcast mobile facility (OB43) for live,
high-end 3D recordings of sports events. Since
March 2009, Eutelsat has been operating
Europe’s first 3D demo channel via EUROBIRD
9A at 9 degrees East, a video neighbourhood
rooted as a platform of choice for HDTV
and, now, 3DTV. Eutelsat’s objective, in
collaboration with its technical partner
OpenSky, is to showcase the
effectiveness of satellite
solutions for the delivery of
3D television as well as to
provide players across the 3D
video sector with a widescale
platform for testing and the
promotion of a variety of
3D formats and solutions.
Additionally, the Arthur C. Clarke Foundation
honored Giuliano Berretta, Chairman of the
Board of Eutelsat Communications, as the
2010 winner of the “Arthur C. Clarke Lifetime
Achievement Award”. Bestowed annually,
the Lifetime Achievement Award recognizes
an individual, a group or an entity that
exemplifies the values and accomplishments
of Clarke, the writer and scientist whose
expertise and vision ushered in the age of
satellite communications.
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Harmonic

On display at CommunicAsia from Harmonic
will be the Company’s Electra 8000
encoding platform for
satellite, cable, IPTV or
broadcast applications. In
fact, SKY Brasil, Brazil’s
largest HD pay-TV service
provider in Latin America
with approximately two
million subscribers, has expanded its
HDTV service based on the Electra 8000
multi-channel universal encoder. SKY
Brasil launched its HDTV service last year
using Harmonic’s MPEG-4 AVC (H.264)
digital video delivery solutions, including
the Electra 7000 encoder, ProStream™
1000 stream processing platform with
DiviTrackIP™ statistical multiplexing,
and NMX Digital Service Manager™. The
Electra 8000 AVC encoder supports SD
and HD, MPEG-2 and MPEG-4 AVC, as
well as integrated statistical multiplexing,
broadcast quality up/down-conversion
and other unique features such as Jünger
Level Magic™ automatic audio leveling
adjustment and simultaneous dual-output
(HD/SD) encoder capabilities in a single
rack unit.

iDirect
iDirect has announced the Office of Post
and Telecommunications French Polynesia
(OPT), a telecommunications provider in the
Pacific Islands, has launched a new highspeed satellite broadband
network based on iDirect’s
Evolution platform. The
network will introduce
expanded voice, GSM, and Internet coverage
to remote areas of French Polynesia, serving
residential, enterprise, government and
maritime customers.OPT’s satellite network
will integrate seamlessly with French
Polynesia’s terrestrial communications
infrastructure to extend broadband
connectivity to outlying villages. With
the region’s population scattered across

Beam
approximately 118 islands, the network
will provide a vital communications bridge
between the outermost rural islands and the
rest of the island chain. Further, thanks to
the recent activation of a submarine fiber
optic cable linking French Polynesia with
Hawaii, the satellite network can be used to
extend global communications to the entire
island chain, enabling advances in distance
learning, telemedicine and commerce
throughout the region.

Lockheed Martin
Lockheed Martin has been awarded
a contract by Vietnam Posts and
Telecommunications
Group (VNPT) of
Vietnam to build the
VINASAT-2 satellite.
In-orbit delivery is
slated for the second
quarter of 2012
— financial terms
were not disclosed.
Based on the A2100
spacecraft platform
manufactured by Lockheed Martin
Commercial Space Systems (LMCSS),
Newtown, Pennsylvania, VINASAT-2 will
be located at 131.8 degrees East and is
expected to provide a minimum service
life of 15 years. The VINASAT-2 contract
marks the second satellite order VNPT has
awarded to Lockheed Martin, which will
manage the project in its entirety, including
satellite design and manufacturing,
launch procurement, and final in-orbit
testing before customer acceptance.
Lockheed Martin successfully delivered
VINASAT-1, the first satellite ever for the
nation of Vietnam, in 2008. VINASAT-2
will feature 24 Ku-band fixed high power
communication channels, providing uplink
and downlink coverage over Vietnam,
Cambodia, Thailand and Laos. Lockheed
Martin’s low-risk solution utilizes and
leverages heritage Ku-band flight-proven
equipment from numerous previous

A2100 programs to meet the customer’s
schedule requirements. In addition to
VNPT, Lockheed Martin has delivered 19
spacecraft to Asian customers, including
nine A2100 satellites. The Lockheed
Martin A2100 geosynchronous spacecraft
series is designed to meet a wide variety
of telecommunications needs including
Ka-band broadband and broadcast services,
fixed satellite services in C- and Ku-band,
high-power direct broadcast services using
the Ku-band frequency spectrum and
mobile satellite services using UHF, L- and
S-band payloads. The A2100’s modular
design features a reduction in parts,
simplified construction, increased on-orbit
reliability and reduced weight and cost.

MEASAT Satellite Systems
MEASAT Satellite Systems Sdn. Bhd.
(“MEASAT”) now has an agreement
with GlobeCast and SPE Networks Asia
(“SPENA”) to distribute
the South East Asian
feed of the AXN HD
channel via the MEASAT-3
satellite. The deal follows
the launch of the South
Korean feed of the channel
on MEASAT-3 last year.
Plus, the Company has
signed an agreement with
GlobeCast Asia to provide
transponder capacity for
the upcoming FIFA World
Cup 2010 in South Africa
via the MEASAT-3 satellite
located at the 91.5 degrees East orbital slot.
The World Cup 2010 is scheduled to occur
between June 11th and July 11th, 2010, in
South Africa and will feature 32 countries
playing a total of 64 matches.
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MTN Satellite Communications

MTN Satellite Communications (MTN)
has been selected to provide VSAT
services for Singaporebased Goodwood Ship
Management. MTN is
initially installing C-band
antennas and below-deck equipment on
Goodwood managed vessels of three Ore/
Bulk/Oil (OBO) ships and one capesize
bulker. The vessels are being fitted with
four separate phone lines for crew calling
as well as computer stations for e-mail and
Internet access. In addition, the MTN VSAT
will be used for all ship operations and
remote management communications. The
contract calls for a guaranteed minimum
of continuously available bandwidth of 64
kbps with maximum bandwidth of 128 kbps
when needed.

Pactel International
Regarding this Company’s experience at
the Australasian Oil & Gas Expo 2010, they
considered the exhibition to be a major
breakthrough for the satellite industry.
“Australasian Oil & Gas
Conference 2010 has been
a great opportunity for
the telecommunications
providers like us to showcase their products
and services, the demand for which in
the Oil & Gas market is enormous,” said
Steffen Holzt, the Executive Director of
Pactel International. “Companies in these
industries require constant contact with the
rest of the world, regardless of their location,
which could be offshore or hundreds of
kilometres inland. Whether it is regarding
environmental emission limits, operating
targets, or accurate
views of production,
readily available
information is the key
in any decision making process, no matter
of how far you are from the actual work
site.” Telecommunications companies such
92
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as Pactel International can provide point
to point and point to multipoint satellite
communication systems, enabling head
offices to communicate with remotely located
operation sites. “The (Australasian Oil & Gas)
Conference has assisted us in identifying our
target market’s specific needs and we are
happy to customize our solutions to meet
their growing demand,” concluded Andrew
Taylor, the CEO of Pactel International.

Schlumberger
Schlumberger has launched their
SeaConnect® VSAT service for the offshore
industry. This new service provides highperformance VSAT services using an
innovative, portable, marine 60-cm C-band
antenna and related
technologies. SeaConnect
is a high-performance,
dedicated and secure
VSAT offering based on a
fixed-fee unlimited data
access. Schlumberger
has successfully trialed
the SeaConnect service
for the last six months
on a number of vessels
operating in South East
Asia. It is available now
in South East Asia, and will expand to
South Asia, Africa and Latin America in
the coming months. Based on a marine
stabilized VSAT antenna, the compact
and portable SeaConnect technology is
deployed in 30 minutes, providing rapid
end-user data and voice access. The
combination of the spread spectrum and
CDMA technologies enables the use of a
60cm antenna in C-band while assuring
affordable compliance with the required
specifications.

Beam
SES WORLD SKIES

SES WORLD SKIES announced that,
following receipt
of the required
regulatory approval, the
company has closed
its acquisition of the
ProtoStar II satellite
and is now preparing
to integrate it into its
global fleet. SES was
the successful bidder
for ProtoStar II during
a public auction held
on December 16th,
2009. The spacecraft,
launched in May 2009, has been
renamed SES-7, and will be re-deployed
to the orbital position of 108.2 degrees
East to provide incremental capacity in
South Asia and the Asia-Pacific region.
At 108.2 degrees East, SES-7 will be
co-positioned with NSS-11, which is
already home to a thriving neighborhood.
With two satellites at this same location,
SES WORLD SKIES can offer in-orbit
redundancy to customers whose networks
require additional
resilience. With its
high-power Ku-band
payload and switchable
beams, SES-7 offers
expansion capacity for
a range of DTH and
SES-1
enterprise services
across the Asia-Pacific
region. SES-7, built by Boeing, carries
22 physical Ku-band transponders as
well as 10 S-band transponders. The
S-band payload will be fully used by
MCI Indovision, the market-leading DTH
platform operator in Indonesia, which has
an option to fully acquire the payload for
the 15 year expected life of the satellite.
SES WORLD SKIES is working with
MCI on the transition of SES-7 from its
current orbital location to 108.2 degrees
East. Following the successful launch of

the SES-1 satellite on April 24th, 2010,
SES-7 will be the 43rd satellite in the
global SES fleet.

Telecommunication Systems
TeleCommunication Systems, Inc.
(TCS) (NASDAQ: TSYS) has been
awarded a re-compete contract valued
at approximately $1.8
million to continue
providing managed
bandwidth services for
fixed satellite terminal
sites supporting U.S.
government personnel
in forward operating
areas in Southwest Asia,
including Iraq. TCS will
continue to provide a
fully operational network
for voice, video and data services in remote
areas that lack terrestrial communication
services.TCS previously has built networks
to support government organizations in the
Middle East, Africa and in South America,
as well as the largest private Very Small
Aperture Terminal (VSAT) network in the
Asia Pacific region for one of the largest
U.S. banking organizations. To ensure
mission continuity, TCS offers complete
end-to-end managed services for converged
(IP-based) voice, video and data satcom
for seamless, highly secure connectivity
between fixed sites and remote operations,
including the SwiftLink® family of
deployable communications solutions.

Thales Alenia Space
Thales Alenia Space has signed a contract
with the APT Satellite Company Limited,
a leading satellite operator in the Asia
Pacific Region, for the design, manufacture,
and delivery on ground of a high-capacity
telecommunication satellite. The contract
also includes Launch Campaign, Launch and
Early Operational Phase, In Orbit Tests as
well as On Site Support, Dynamic Satellite
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Simulator, Satellite
Control Centre and
Baseband Subsystem.
APSTAR 7B will serve as
a back-up satellite for the
Apstar-7 launch, which
Thales Alenia Space is
currently building under
contract with APT. The
satellite is to be designed to provide reliable
broadcasting and telecommunications
services over an hemispheric coverage, the
Asia Pacific Region, as well as the MENA
area. Based on Thales Alenia Space’s
Spacebus 4000 C2 platform, APSTAR 7B
has technical characteristics similar to
Apstar 7 and is expected to have a minimum
of 15 years lifetime.

Thuraya Telecommunications
Company
Thuraya has honored Asia Pacific System
Incorporated (APSI) with a certificate of
achievement for their
manufacture of the
Thuraya XT phone,
which has generated
significant market
interest since its
launch. The device was
designed and tested to
endure the harshest of
circumstances. Thuraya
is one of the major
shareholders of APSI. Thuraya XT is the
only handheld to be IP54/IK03 certified,
making it dust, splash, water, and shock
proof. The handheld provides the fastest
data service on a satellite handheld and
has an extremely professional and userfriendly menu — the battery provides up to
six hours of talk time and up to 80 hours
standby time.
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— Flash News @ Deadline —

Asia Broadcast Satellite
KT Corporation (KT) and Asia Broadcast
Satellite (ABS) have completed their
second successful transaction in less
than 12 months with the execution of the
agreement for the
sale and purchase
of the Koreasat-3
satellite. Just a little
more than ten months
earlier, KT and ABS
had announced the
successful completion of the sale and
purchase of the Koreasat-2 satellite. The
closing of the Koreasat-3 sale will occur
upon the issuance of the necessary U.S.
governmental approvals. The Koreasat-3
satellite is a Lockheed Martin A2100
spacecraft launched in September of 1999.
The satellite has a payload that consists
of 24 x 36MHz FSS Ku-band (12 fixed and
12 steerable beams), 6 x 27 MHz BSS
Ku-band and 3 x 200 MHz FSS Ka-Band
transponders. Koreasat-3 will be renamed as
ABS-7 as a result of this transaction.
With sufficient fuel for station-kept
operations in geo-stationary orbit for
an estimated six to seven years and an
additional five to six years of inclinedorbit operations, ABS-7 (Koreasat-3) will
provide significant high powered Ku-band
and Ka-band capacities to meet ABS’s
customer demands for cellular backhaul,
VSAT services, satellite broadband and
US/NATO government requirements in
the Middle East region. KT Corporation
will continue to provide the satellite
operations and Telemetry, Tracking and
Control (TT&C) services for the ABS-7
(Koreasat-3) spacecraft at the 116
degrees East orbital slot.

Beam
Harris Corporation

Harris has entered into a definitive
agreement to
acquire CapRock
Communications,
a global provider
of mission-critical
managed satellite
communications
solutions for the energy, government
and maritime industries. Under the
terms of the agreement, Harris will
purchase privately held CapRock
for $525 million in cash, subject to
post-closing adjustments. CapRock’s
audited financial statements for
calendar year 2009 included revenue of
$359 million; earnings before interest,
taxes, depreciation and amortization
(EBITDA) of $54 million; and operating
income of $28 million. The acquisition
is expected to be slightly accretive to
Harris earnings in fiscal year 2011,
excluding acquisition-related charges,
and a more significant contributor to
earnings in fiscal year 2012. Harris
will finance the acquisition using
a combination of cash on hand,
commercial paper, and borrowings
under its committed credit facilities.

Japan Aerospace
Exploration Agency
JAXA launched the Venus climate orbiter
Akatsuki from Tanegashima, an island
south of Japan’s main island Kyushu.
The H-2A rocket carried the probe and
successfully delivered
it to orbit 27 minutes
after liftoff. The
probe is expected to
reach Venus’ orbit in
December. Akatsuki,
which means “Dawn”
in Japanese, will travel
to Venus on a 2-year
mission to study its

climate and surface. The probe carries
five significant pieces of instrumentation
to study Venus’ clouds, the terrain of
the planet whilst orbiting Venus from
distances of 300 km to 80,000 km and
the “super- rotation” of the planet’s
atmosphere, where, according to
scientists, winds can drive storms and
clouds around that planet at speeds of
more than 220 kph, some 60 times faster
than the planet itself rotates. It also
carries a payload including several smaller
satellite experiments, including a solar sail
to be powered by the sun’s radiation.

Marlink
Marlink has announced an extension
to its VSAT Ku-band service which will
now cover sea routes
around Australia for
the first time. Working
with Australian
Satellite Communications Pty Ltd., the
expanded service will also benefit vessels
in the South West and South East Pacific
travelling to and from Australia. The
new region will be available to Marlink’s
WaveCall™ customers immediately and
to Sealink users during the 2nd quarter of
this year. For WaveCall, the network will be
using the iDirect Evolution platform, which
provides a highly reliable and affordable
service with value added services such
as Automatic Beam Switching (ABS). This
system automatically switches the on
board service between satellites to provide
a seamless connection with no manual
intervention required. ABS is now being
implemented by Marlink for all Ku-band
regions. WaveCall is Marlink’s own,
always-on VSAT system, based on shared
Ku-band and used by commercial vessels,
fishing boats and large leisure yachts
which require a more regional service.
Marlink’s well established Sealink™ global
system provides both Ku- and C-band
options on an exclusive bandwidth basis.

Beam
SES WORLD SKIES

The company’s Senior Vice President
of Media Services, Mr. Bryan McGuirk,
will be leaving the
company effective
June 1st to initiate
a new company
within the media
environs. McGuirk’s
responsibilities will
now be tackled by
current SES WORLD
SKIES Senior Vice President of Global
Sales, Mr. Scott Sprague. As far as exactly
what new venture Bryan will be involved
in is unknown as of this writing, but odds
are, considering his enthusiasm and
expertise within the world of 3DTV and
HDTV, the new endeavor will certainly have
some connection to that technology. Given
his past successes, odds are certainly with
him that his new role will be one definitely
of interest to this industry.

Thrane & Thrane
Thrane & Thrane is going to play a vital
role in delivering the close-up, onboard
action from the next Volvo Ocean Race
— the world’s premier ocean race —
to the millions of fans worldwide. The
Copenhagen-based company has signed
up to become Official Sponsor of Satellite
and Radio Communications Equipment
for the third consecutive race. The
agreement means that
Thrane & Thrane’s
latest generations
of SAILOR®
FleetBroadband and
VHF equipment will be
onboard every cuttingedge Volvo Open 70
as they line up in
Alicante for the start
of the race in October
2011. The scope of
supply for the 20112012 race includes
96
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new generation products. With the world’s
first 2nd generation FleetBroadband
antenna, the in-house developed SAILOR
500 FleetBroadband will be the central
communication hub for each race team.
From upload of race footage, reports
and interviews for television and web,
to download of weather data vital for
competitive navigation performance, all of
the teams will benefit from true broadband
communication along the entire course
around the globe.
Every Volvo Open 70 race boat, as well
as Volvo Ocean Race’s own crew and
umpire fleet, will be fully equipped with
variants of the newly introduced and
advanced SAILOR 6200 VHF series.
This series is highly regarded by users
thanks to its famous replay function
and robust waterproof design, which
makes it suitable for even the toughest
marine environments. The teams will also
benefit from the compact SAILOR 150
FleetBroadband for crew voice calling and
IP data while two SAILOR mini-C systems
will be onboard for constant positioning
data and global safety communication.
The race will visit eight stopover ports
on five continents and race through four
oceans, in under nine months. The Volvo
Open 70s will cover over 39,270 nautical
miles racing around the globe. The race
course has already been revealed with the
start in October 2011 in Alicante (Spain),
followed by stopovers in Cape Town (South
Africa), Abu Dhabi (UAE), Sanya (China),
Auckland (New Zealand), Itajai (Brazil),
Miami (USA), Lisbon (Portugal), Lorient
(France) and finally the race finish in
Galway (Ireland) in July 2012.

SatCentric — The “New” ABS-7

Sometimes an ownership change involves
a great many “challenges,” as well as
re-identification of what has been purchased.
Granted, there are still regulatory issues
to confront, but the change of ownership
for the former Koreasat-3 (also known as
Mugungwha 3), so far, as been accomplished
quite smoothly!
Positioned at 116 degrees East, the former
owners of Koreasat-3, KT Corporation, have
come to terms with Asia Broadcast Satellite
(ABS), who has purchased the satellite and
will rename the bird ABS-7, which still has
between five to six years of geo-stationary
operation capability and five to six years of
inclined orbit life expectancy.
Above:
An A2100 bus satellite, image courtesy of Lockheed Martin Built by Lockheed Martin and manufactured
Below:
by Korea Telecom of Seoul, the satellite was
The Koreasat-3 launch

delivered to the Arianespace launch site in
Korou, French Guiana, on July 19, 1999,
and was launched via an Ariane V120 on
September 4th of that year.

ABS-7 provides fixed and direct broadcast
services and presents 24 (FSS) and six
(DBS) Ku-band as well as three Ka-band
transponders, plus a steerable antenna.
ABS will blanket the Middle East with the
ABS-7 beam for commercial and government
capacity needs.
The CEO of ABS, Tom Choi, said, “We are extremely excited to have completed another
successful transaction with KT in such a short period of time. I sincerely believe that this is a
true testament to our mutual respect and desire to work together in building a solid foundation
of cooperation and trust for the co-development of exciting opportunities in in the near future.
Similar to Koreasat-2, the Koreasat-3 satellite is a very well designed, powerful Ku-band
satellite which will allow ABS to provide its customers additional capacity over the Middle East
region and will be a valuable addition to our existing satellite fleet.”
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